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Weightroom compromise OK'd
ae 9

of time the A.S. will have to
back the boosters
for their $20,000 loan to a
eet ana
stead of the two years Lindemenn’s proposal would
have instituted.
“We usually take 10 to 20 years to pay off a loan
of this type, but we're willing to go, for this issue, in
five,’’ Murray said.
The proposal states:
© The A.S. will buy the weight facility and donate

meee

The Associated Students have finally settled the
we a.
issue — they bought it.
is decision was part of the cage made by
the A.S. and Athletic Director
Chuck Lindemenn,
last Thursday, to settle the three-and-a-half-week
stalemate between the two groups.
Monday night the Student
slative Council
approved the
agreement between the ad hoc committee and Lindemenn by a unanimous vote.
Both sides agreed to
A.S. President Mark Murray’s proposal of cutting the weight fee in half —
$.50 per visit, $10 a quarter, $25 a Mone
— instead of
the one dollar, $20, $50 i
Lindemenn. Murray’s plan wi increase the lengt

alias

cade
cas
pan
ae
room, such as
of the
ae
will be deducted from

The repayment of $20,000 to the athletic
bensiars for their loan.
© Income generated from eS
chase new equipment when such equipmentis

necessary.

© Chestes rate amen sates
ee
the Health
and P.E. department for participants
who can’t schedule class time or pay a fee for

it to the university.

© A separate entity will be in charge of controlling
the revenue, ins
of athletics or the A.S.
© The A.S. will set up a trust account through the
University, designed to handle the revenue
generated from fees charged to handle payment of
student assistant position.
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38 Campus buildings
By John Wall

initiated

by

the

Chancellor’s

recommends

HSU has 38 buildings containing
asbestos,
two
of which
warrant
‘‘urgent’’ removal of the carcinogen,
according to a recently completed
CSU-wide survey.
Of the other 36 buildings, the survey

monitoring’ of the asbestos in one
building, removal of asbestos is ‘‘advised’’ during the next five years in 26

Building's poor
venting system
may bring suit
By Marta Anne Laken
Staff writer

The Chancellor’s Office is considering legal action in the wake of a CSUsponsored report which states that the
Engineering and Biological Sciences
Building’s
heating and ventilation
system ‘‘will never work.’’
Donald F. Lawson, HSU’s director

of physical services, said a lawsuit
might transpire once the Chancellor’s
Office determines who is responsible

buildings, and

‘*control

Office

Staff writer

is ‘‘necessary’’

and

within

the next 12 months in eight buildings.
The survey was conducted as a joint
venture by two Southern Californiabased companies, Baker Consultants,
Inc.
and
Certified
Testing
Laboratories, Inc. The survey started
at CSU
Dominguez
Hills in late
January and ended at HSU in June.

The two buildings recommended for

urgent removal of asbestos are Nelson
Hall (East and West) and two sites in
the University Annex.
Jerry Hopkins, the campus safety
coordinator, said removal is completed
at the Annex, the building considered
by the asbestos survey team to have
been the ‘‘worst case’’ in the CSU

Please see ASBESTOS
back page

Lack of students, faculty linked

Neither CSU’s legal services nor
the Chancellor’s would comment on

This is the second of a five-part
series on ethnic minority enrollment at
HSU. Next week, The Lumberjack will

the possible action to be taken.

look at how enrollment statistics can be

for the building’s modifications.

In addition to stating the eines
passive solar augmented heating and
ventilation will never work,”’
the
report also notes the following:
e ‘The amount of supply air is inuate for minimum ventilation and
partial relief from overheating.’’
e ‘‘The installed system contributes
to “and aggravates noise transmission
between rooms and a new (heating and
ventilating) system is required to
eliminate the problems.’’
After conducting a ‘‘walk thru’’ of
the premises in late July, representatives from Ayres, Ezer and Lau, con-

sulting engineers, made a report containing these findings and submitted it
to Damian Gerald Curran Associates,
an architectural firm employed by the

Please see BUILDING
back page

interpreted in many different ways.
By John Goddard
Staff writer

A lack of ethnic minority faculty has
been cited as a reason why HSU
has the

lowest

minority

enrollment

in

the

California State University
system.
Minorities represent 10 percent of
HSU’s students and $5 percent of its
faculty.
Octavia Ivy, a black 21-year-old
home economics junior, said minority
faculty act as important role models.
“When I see a black professional
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Students lobby for child care
campus child care was rejected by Gov.

By Tom Verdin

Deukmejian.
As a result, the CSU,

Staff Writer

Fi

——

Strategy to increase the awareness of
child care on California State University campuses will be the topic of a
meeting Thursday.
Associated Students Vice President
Nancy Darby said the meeting will
focus on the necessity of child care funding for CSU campuses and the discussion of recent California State Student
Association
guidelines which promote
awareness of the child care issue. The
meeting will be held at | p.m. in Nelson
Hall East 120.
‘Our main goal is to devise a lobbying effort for increased funding to all

‘

child care centers in the CSU system,”’
Karen Griffith

Darby said. ‘‘We specifically want to
get more money to HSU.”’
The passing
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Club to study world culture
_ The Society for Intercultural Relations was given the green light to
Organize at Monday’s meeting of the
Student Legislative Council.
The latest campus club was formed
tO promote awareness and understanding of international cultures and is
open to all HSU students. For more in-

formation, call MICHIRU, 826-1631.
The club will study a diversity of national and international cultures in an
attempt to develop friendship and
understanding beyond cultural boundaries. Activities include films, lectures, case studies such as the family
role of Japaneese women, and intercultural parties.

September

of Senate bill 55 in early

allocated

$30

million

for

child care statewide. However, a $3
million proposal outlined in the bill for

California,

and

University of

community

colleges

will receive no funding from SB 55.
HSU’s Children. Center, which does

not

expect

$25,000

it

to

meet

needs

to

capacity this year, was
away 28 applicants for
year and has a waiting
poll of the 72 students
HSU’s

Children’s

the

additional

operate

at

full

forced to turn
child care this
list of 41. In a
served through

Center,

74 percent

would drop out of school if there were
no child care facilities,
Some of the principles proposed in
the CSSA’s child care guidelines in-

clude that child care be available for
any qualified student, that the CSU

should officially reverse its policy
which severely restricts the use of

General Fund monies to support campus child care and that child care programs must be guaranteed stability in
funding.

Students injured in plaza incident
Two HSU students were seriously
wounded in an apparent assault in the
Arcata Plaza, Sunday, Oct. 21.
Arnulfo Morales was released from
General Hospital in Eureka Sunday
after undergoing surgery for a shattered skull suffered when he was struck
in the head during the 12:51 a.m.
assault. Morales was also found to
have bleeding inside the brain, an
unidentified nurse at the hospital confirmed Monday.
HSU student Robert Hepburn also

suffered broken ribs in the incident.
Reports said that Morales, Hepburn
and
‘‘about
seven’’
other
HSU
students were gathered on the plaza
when two men approached. For no apparent reason, one of the suspects
threw Hepburn to the ground, held
him in a headlock and began hitting
him.
‘“*I took a step toward this big guy
beating up Rob, and some guy punch-

ed the side of my head,’’ Morales, a
political science and French senior,
said Monday. ‘‘I never even saw him.”’

Plan now or pay later

PBS series on war to be shown

‘Curtain’ slide show correction

With pre-registration for winter quarter beginning Nov. 18, now may be the best time to see advisers and the Academic Information Referral
Center.
**Students don’t think about courses needed to
graduate until they read about them,’’ said Stan
Mottaz, assistant director of AIR. ‘‘Then they all
come in at once and we can’t handle that many
students.”’
Students should get a degree check when they
become seniors so they know which classes are
needed to fulfill graduation requirements, be said.
Each HSU student must also take a Graduation
Writing Proficiency Exam (except students under
catalogs prior to 1977-78).
For more information, contact the AIR Center at

A PBS film series on war and peace is presented
every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in Gist Hall 221.
This Tuesday’s episode titled, ‘‘Notes on Nuclear
War,”’ discusses logic of theory of nuclear deter-

The slide show by Jon Humboldt Gates, ‘‘Behind
the Curtain,’’ will be presented at College of the
Redwoods, not at HSU’s Goodwin Forum, as
stated in last week’s issue of The Lumberjack. The
a
will begin at 7:30 p.m. next Wednes-

Siemens Hall 210 or call 826-4241.

Media Center use curtailed
Students are no longer allowed to check equipment out of the Media Center.
‘“We are not budgeted to serve students,’’ said
W. Jean Stradley, director of instructional development and media services. ‘‘Our main function is to
make instruction better. The Media Center is
primarily for the faculty,
not students.’’

When HSU gets funds from the legislature, the

funds are used to assist the faculty in improving
their ability to plan courses, improve technical
equipment or update present systems, Stradley said.

Students cannot check out record players, tape

recorders, cameras,
films. Students can,

projectors, video tapes or
however, watch or listen to

class-assigned material at the Media Center as long
as an instructor has prearranged student use of it.
Student services were curtailed last year because

of a 32-percent increase in faculty use of the center
at a time when its funding was decreasing.

rence and the delicate nature of the nuclear balance’

between the United States and Soviet Union.
The film series, produced by the National Film
Board of Canada can also be seen on PBS Channel
13 (Cox Cable Ch. 2).
The film series on campus is sponsored by
Pioneers for Peace, a campus group of faculty and
students.

AIDS topic of seminar
A seminar on AIDS will be held next Wednesday
at noon in the Kate Buchanan Room.
Lyn Paleo, director of Northern California Services of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation and a
representative
of the Statewide Hemophilia
—
will give an overview of the AIDS proem.
Following Paleo’s presentation will be a panel
discussion and a question and answer period.

Summer

in Europe discussed

An orientation session for students interested in

working in Europe this summer through a CSU pro=

will be held Monday

ilding 206.

at 7 p.m.

in Wildlife

Participants receive 13 quarter units and a monthly salary for the eight to 10 week International
Education Program.
Students must have completed a minimum of
three moa of a foreign language such as Ger-

man,

French, Spanish, Italian or Dutch.

ay.

European lectures on Yugoslavia
‘**Yugoslavia: In or Out of the Soviet Bloc’’ will
be the topic of a lecture given by Jens Reuter, a
senior scientific researcher from West Germany,
tonight at 7:30 in Founders Hall 157.
Reuter, who works with Southeast European Institute for Scientific Research in Munich, is one of
two lecturers from West Germany who are on a
conference tour of the United States. The two came
from Denver, Colo. and will next go to Portland
and Seattle.

‘Reuter has published a great deal of his work;
almost every month something is in a magazine,”’

said Ilie Smultea, professor of political science.

The psychology of martial artists
‘‘Motivations of Martial Artists’? will be the
topic of a lecture given by HSU Associate Professor

of pen
Harry Griffith

Mary Gruber Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
Hall 226.

Gruber conducted a study on motivations and
personality characteristics of people in karate,

aikido, jujitsu

and tai chi.

_ **Stereotypes about people in the different martial art styles are commonly raised and debated. |

decided some empirical research would help resolve
this controversy,’’ Gruber said.

Gruber, who holds black belts in both karate and
aikido, will report on the findings of her research at
the lecture.

ee
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Nobel Peace Prize winner assails arms race
When asked where he stands on the
peace issue, Dr. Linus Pauling said,
in

Peace Prize
to capacity

after

World War

II,”

Pauling

said.

‘*But in fact we have already taken a

great

step

toward

world

peace

and

abolition of war. This great step has

U.S. has, Pauling

nuclear deterrent,

“The joke of

cerca

Pauling said war has been ‘“‘ruled
out” by the nuclear deterrent but
qualified his statement by adding that a
nuclear war could break out of ‘‘some
global insanity”’ or technical error.
“I would like to see the deterrent
made safer to reduce the chance of an
accident ... that could (destroy the
Earth) in a single day,”’ Pauling
said.
**We've been in this danger

last 25

out

for the

conciliatory

Wars), Pauling
nonsense.

with

“Our

for
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Pauling dismissed what he said was
Reagan’s assertion that to support the
nuclear freeze is to go against Scripture. He suggested people should write

Congress, newspapers and join peace
movements.

He said everyone

should

give 10 percent of their time working
toward world peace.

_.

Pauling quoted a friend as saying,
‘*Forget the channels. Concentrate on
organizing a mass movement for peace
like the world has never seen before.’’

“I believe,’

Pauling

said, ‘‘this is

, the way the world can be saved.”’
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actions?’’

They can’t match us.’
“Why do we allow this to go on?

—Brenda Handy

insulting

$1,000 billion. Why do we take these

*“Reagan’s new security directive is
highly confrontational,’’ Pauling said.
*‘Reagan has said, ‘We are in a battle of values and economics with the
Soviet Union. They are at their limit.

Linus Pauling

said:

military over—spending. The

the

The answer is that the President lies to
the American people.”’
The President tells us that over the
last 10 years the Soviets have spent
twice as much of their gross national
product on military expenditures as the

on

“I don’t know any responsible scientist not with the government who
thinks it’s a good plan. Nobody knows
how to build it.

should take a

stance

afe superior, why

keep

reality.’’
Regarding
Reagan’s plan to build
the Strategic Defense Initiative (Star

the world today to equal the power of

more

(Reagan)

Pauling
quoted a psychologist who
said, ‘‘We shouldn’t blame
Reagan,
because he doesn’t know fantasy from

all the bombs dropped in World War II
— 27 times over.
7
In addition to reducing the firepower
of the world’s nuclear arsenal, Pauling

Soviets.

9.

“‘If the Soviets really

és. soy

we’re still here) is proof that the deterrent is working.’’
Nevertheless, Pauling said, we don’t
need to possess ‘‘such tremendous
overkill’ in our nuclear inventory.
There is enough explosive power in

Reagan

course is that the

are misleading. (The
is only one-half of ours.”’

Pauling
thivions
Cupane the UB" to camtiars
h. He read a cartoon that asks,

years, or so. (But the fact that

said President

said.

Store Hours: M-F 10-5:30 Sat 10-5:00

Nominal charge for Alterations
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chemistry and a Nobel
spoke on world peace

Prize

‘*I was reasonably sure World War
il wig have taken place 20 years

+eculted—from. the

; | roe if upset would, without a doubt,
r civilization.’’

|

‘I’m in favor of it.’’
The winner of a Nobel

crowd in Van Duzer Theater Thursday.
evening.
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Minority
Continued from front page
of minority faculty and students in
higher education at the state and national level has been criticized by
education experts.

represent 21 percent of the state’s
population.
Luis Arroyo said affirmative action
should be used to increase the number
of minority faculty at HSU.

A recent report My the Assembly
Subcommittee on Higher Education
stated, ‘‘It is entirely possible that as

Arroyo, ethnic studies department
chairman, said, ‘‘Affirmative action is
supposed to come into play when all of

darkens, the face of our four-year institutions will whiten ever more.

the factors are roughly
equal and there
is a need to. address an imbalance in the
composition of the work force.
‘For example, if Chicanos were

the overall complexion

of California

‘*It is hard to imagine this as a viable

future . . . There is a serious danger of
a system of de facto educational apar-

theid

(developing)

in

California’s

underrepresented

in a particular

stitution or pene

in-

age — all other fac-

tors being roughly equal — then the

future,’’ the report stated.
A similiar report by the Education
Commission of the States warned that
‘higher education is in danger of

Chicano should
get the job.”
Pederson, HSU’s Affirmative Action Officer, disagreed.
Although acknowledging a lack of

when minority populations are rapidly
increasing.’’
Frank Newman, executive director
of the commission, told the New York

should continue to hire solely on the
basis of merit.
**] would prefer not to be called an
Affirmative Action officer. I’d rather
be called an equal opportunity

becoming increasingly elitist at a time

Times, ‘“‘Higher education has always
been the key to social mobility. The
danger is that we will move toward a
society in which the number of good
jobs increases but in which almost all

are held by whites and AsianAmericans, while the a
growing

share of blacks and
Hispanics find
themselves trapped in lower-level jobs.
—
a society will not work,’’ he

said.

A recent CSU report on Hispanic
underrepresentation recommended increasing the number of Hispanic professors, administrators and counselors.
Of the 18,000 CSU faculty, 3 percent
are Hispanic.
However,
Hispanics

minority faculty, Pederson said HSU

person,”’ she said.
HSU

agreed

President

and

said

Alistair

McCrone.

efforts

to

attract

minority faculty have been made, but
competition for the shrinking number
of qualified minority applicants is
great — from academic and profes-

wide as fewer minority students enter

graduate school, Reginald Wilson told

the Washington Post.
Wilson, director of the American
Council on Education’s Office of
Minority Concerns, ‘‘We may not be

replacing minority professors who are
retiring.””
According to the Assembly report,
“If over half our school children are of

minority background,

yet less than 2

obtain a four-year degree in
a
igher education, where will the next

of professionals come
—
rom?”’
Arroyo agreed, but added that the
competency of a professor is more im-

portant than his or her ethnicity.
“If a faculty member is not
throw him out. That pro—_
essor could be of any background,”

oo

he said.

of

large

established

than

ethnic

background,

students have a greater need to be able

Lack of minorities creates

Catch-22 dilemma for HSU
By John Goddard

department.
umboldt County was 3.4 percent
Hispanic and .$ percent black in 1980,
the U.S. Census reported.

**It’s tough to move so far from
home to such an isolated place like
Humboldt,”’ Arroyo said. ‘‘It can get
lonely,

especially

for

minority

Please
see next page

«The Colony Inn~«
Affordable Living With No Hidden Costs
1985-1986 School Year

GRAND OPENING

All agreements can be converted to a 9

Free Juice Tasting

month lease with reduction in rent at any
time during the year.

Oct. 31 and Nov.

For further information, just phone our
on-site manager, Joyce or Huey Stark, at

(707).822-1909.
455 Union Street

Amenities
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The amenities
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Pizza Parties
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822-8978
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Typi ing Labs
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Ample Parking
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water or
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space guaranteed
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else. Minorities are not here as tokens,
nor should they be.’’

Nonetheless, ‘‘Most first-generation

When it comes to increasing minority enrollment at HSU, it may be a
catch-22 situation.
The absence of a large ethnic community is one reason why many
minorities shun HSU, said Luis Arroyo, chairman of the ethnic studies

absence

who is competent, symempathetic to students
thoroughly play this role
minority students that
can make it too,”’ Arroyo

said.
‘Minority faculty and students are
here for the same reasons as everyone

Arroyo said
decide against

area’s

background
pathetic and
and who can
by showing
perhaps they

While role models are important to
minority and majority students, faculty hiring should be based on academic

Staff writer

ethnic communities.
HSU is not alone in having difficulty
attracting minority faculty.
Finding faculty role models may
become increasingly difficult nation-

“So there is a very important role to
be played by a professor of an ethnic

said.

sional institutions.

minority faculty may
HSU because of the

of their own
to see someone
background who has succeeded.
““| know I needed one. My parents
didn’t have college degrees. My mom
had a sixth grade education. My dad
had a third grade education.
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MECHA president Susan Elizasraras
Continued from previous page
students,’’ he said.
Minorities often feel socially and
culturally isolated at Humboldt, where
there are no large minority com-

munities to identify with, he said.

That is why one minority student is
leaving HSU.

“*It took me five quarters to realize

I’m missing
out up here,’’ said Juan
(not his real name), a 20-year-old social
work sophomore,

With

the help of the Educational

Opportunity Program,
vice for low-income

a student serand minority

students, he plans to transfer this spr-

ing to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
Juan misses the Chicano community
and being close to his home in the San

Joaquin

Valley.

**I want to work with ‘camposenos’
(field workers). There aren’t any here.
My parents are camposenos,”’ he said.
He said he feels isolated here because
there are few others with similar

cultural backgrounds.
A

number

of

campus

and

miento Estudiantil Chicano De Aztlan,

traditional

situation where no one can pinpoint

discrimination.
There’s
always
a
shadow of doubt.
.
**It’s quite unseen, but the facts are

felt,’’ she said.
Harvey Lopez, 23, who transferred
to HSU this fall, agreed.
The Mexican-American
biology

senior hasn’t
thus far.

had

any

problems

here

**My friends used to tell me that I
may be brown on the outside, but I’m
white on the inside. It’s because of the
way I’ve been raised. I grew up in a
nice neighborhood in East Anaheim —
that’s where Disneyland is,”’ he explained, adding he didn’t have a lot of

Chicano

events

don’t

want

because

I’m

to

be

brown.

treated
I’m

**It’s nice to have all those traditions
back. It’s almost like having a bit of

our culture up here,”’ she said.
Even

with

such

support

groups,

personal relationships may
eae
be difficult.
home
Ivy, a black
Octavia
economics junior, recalls an evening at
Youngbergs.
**] remember going to a dance there.
Nobody wanted to dance with me. I
might have danced three times with my
friends, that’s it.”’
When she sat at a table with her
friends, a white male sitting nearby
moved his chair a noticeable distance
away from her, she said.
**it’s his loss,”’ Ivy said, —s.
Arroyo noted a similiar problem
with another black woman. ‘‘She’s in
an awkward position. She doesn’t
know if people are not receptive to her
as a person or as a black woman.
That’s a real tough position to be in.

**It’s one thing to be unliked because
of simply being ‘you.’ It’s another to
feel unliked because you are part of a

What you see is the shape of

things to comé at Kentucky
Fried
Chicken.

A new look. A new in-

terior. All re-designed with you in
mind, Because we believe you
Geserve the very best.

BECAUSE

And when

the remodeling begins, we'll still be

serving you the very best fred
Chicken around.

Come on in... and watch what
happens while you enjoy the Col—_onel's delic
fried
ious
chicken.

WE BELIEVE YOU DESERVE THE

Pier” ances
VERY

special

just

like

regular people trying to get an educa-

Lopez said programs such as Student
Affirmative Action and the Educational Opportunity Program, which
provide
minority
students with
academic advice, personal counseling,
free tutoring and pee learning skills
courses, can backfire and make a per-

which
otherwise
might
not
be
celebrated in Humboldt County.
son feel more like a minority than a
‘‘Most of us are from down south
student.
“*You have to learn to swim like
and we always celebrate Cinco de
Mayo, but I came up here and nobody ’ everybody else. You’re not going to be
treated special in the real world.
President
it,’’ MEChA
celebrated
Susan Elizarraras said of the May $ You’re going to be treated like

event.

THE BEST IS YET TO COME!

contact with other minorities.
**I’m a student, not just a minority. I

tion,’’ he said.

clubs

organizations have formed to bring
minority students together.
For example, MEChA, or Movisponsors

category or group,”’ he said.
i
Morena Taylor, Student Affirmative
Action Outreach officer said it’s a

anybody else. And it starts from the
beginning of your education through
the rest of your life. Am I going
to be
mops special when I get a job
“¢

lo.””

Lopez said he wouldn’t mind seeing
more ethnic diversity at HSU.
Nonetheless, ‘‘Ten a
minority
enrollment isn’t that
»”” he said.
Getting minority students to come to
HSU is one problem, keeping them
here to is another, Taylor said.
‘“‘Humboldt still doesn’t have the
social environment found in’ urban
areas 7 San eran,
Los
Angeles that cater to all et

groups.

We need to that
positive environment
to attract more minority students.

**But that’s no excuse to relinquish

our responsibility to reach out to the
ethnic student
populations. We need to
publicize the col
a lot more to let
the ethnic minority students know we
mean business and that we want their
participation here. With that comes the
responsibility that we retain them,”
Taylor said.
But it won’t be easy, she said.
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SLC member recalls tougher days of youth
By Tom Verdin
Staff writer

While ‘‘Glorious Results of a Miss-

pent Youth’? might be the name of a
recent

rock

‘n’ roll album,

Patella the hindsight

for

Rick

title hits a lot

closer to home.
It’s been a long time since the social

upheaval of the late-’60s and early-’70s

left their cultural mark on the 32-yearold member of the Student Legislative
Council. But, like the saying goes, you
can never forget where you come from.

in business and public relations.
The son of a career Navy man,
Patella was caught in the ideological
tug of war between a generation rioting

for change and a father struggling to

keep

his

son

safe

from

society’s

business and

the

SLC

economics representative
polka dots or furry vests.

Patella dropped out of high school and
left home.

just to change clothes.”’
Since then, change has come from all

Life with a military father meant
strict conformity, he said, in an era
when
most of his peers rebelled

band, father and college senior versed

“Until I left, I felt I was just doing
what everyone else wanted me to,”

said. ‘‘I wasn’t allowed to have long
hair, or wear

I’d go to a friend’s house after school

directions for Patella, transforming
him from a disaffiliated rebel to a hus-

the

all

political

movements. | just wanted what was
called in those days ‘my own space.’
“It took me awhile before | found |

me

and

—Rick Patella

At 17, with a “‘bad drug problem”’
and his father out to sea on duty,

different,’’

with

experiences have really strengthened
made me that much happier now.’
‘*subversives.’’
**We were like two ships crashing in
the night,’ Patella said.

being

involved

‘I can’t say I’m really happy with my past, but those

‘‘There was a time when I was selfdestructing on drugs and drinking, just
to rebel against my parents and to

avoid

But when

Patella said. ‘‘I was too young to get

without any fixed ideology at all.

Wii’,ahaa,
Be BZ
et i
Q

1

a

had the ability within myself to make
my own choices.”

Patella fled his native San Diego to

enlist in the Army and discovered immediately that he had made a mistake.
‘In 1971, joining the Army was not
the thing to do,”’ he said. ‘‘I can’t
believe how stupid that was. I could
have gone to ‘Nam.’ ”’
Patella’s doubts about his voluntary
enlistment grew serious when he was
trained to be a reconnaissance scout —
“the first ones behind the lines and the
first ones to draw

fire.’’

it was discovered he was

the only one in his company who could
offer to
type, Patella jumped at the
become clerk for his Germany-based
company.
It was there his luck ended, however,
as a familiar enemy set up camp along
the hallucinatory battlefield.
‘*] was smoking everything there was
to smoke and sniffing everything there
was to sniff,’ he said.
His substance use was discovered
through urinalysis, and he spent much
of his final year in the service, 1974, in

and out of drug rehabilitation programs.
past
‘*| would rather have had my
different,

but

it’s helped

me

Community

College.

They

were mar-

Please see next page
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tand the kinds of things kids go
through,”’ Patella said. ‘‘I see kids doing now what I did then. It’s tough.”
Just two years out of the Army,
Patella met his wife, Cheryl, also born
to a Navy father, while beginning his
second fall term at San Diego’s Mesa

822-3775

PARADISE
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ing influence in the SLC.
Connie Carlson is in her third year as
A.S. general manager and has seen

ried that spring.
“*He was still into (drugs) when we
married, but he found out fast there’s
no room for that in a family,’”” Cheryl
Patella, 29, said. ‘‘All that was so long
ago and far away.”’
The responsibilities of family life
quickly reversed Patella’s propensity

for doing the wrong
wrong reasons.

things

“*Rick’s a real level
to look at all angles
making decisions or
said. ‘*With a much
ages in the council

thinker and tends
of things before
judgments,”’ she
wider diversity of
this year, it’s in-

gets ridiculous sometimes,’’ he said.
“*The most important thing | want to
do is to make people get something

teresting to see the balance between
some of thé older people like Rick and

more out of four years of college than
just having gone to classes.
‘*Sometimes the faculty forgets that
there’s more to school than just taking

the younger people.’’
The deepest dissension so far encountered between the two age sets,

“There are always a few steps along
the way that make you realize you're

It’s a real growing
quizzes.
experience.”
What does Rick Patella know about
’ growing experiences?
we talk about. I guess they’re just too
‘*T can’t say that I’m real happy with
old,’’ he said. ‘‘Actually, we’ve got a my past,’ he said, ‘‘but those exreal good give and take between the
periences have really strengthened me
eeeion on the council. They’re a and made me that much happier now. |!
ittle bit optimistic, and I’m a little
look around at 3 wife and children
more pessimistic from experience.’’
and see how much love we've got and it
Patella won his post last spring with
makes up for everything. | know that
no definite A eve’ ideas. Although he
no matter what I’ve done or what my
was defeated
in his campaign for vice
ideas are, they'll always be there.’’

on the wrong a
he said, referring
to a drunk
driving accident a year
before his marriage. ‘‘And since our

Patella said, is the lack of crossgenerational music knowledge.
‘*They’ve never heard of the bands

child was born within the year, we had

no chance to be flaky. That forced
Cheryl and I to get it together and
become real parents.

**I became more like my own parents in
that I started to be more concerned

with the personal goals and freedom of
myself and my family rather than with

society’s problems,’’ he added. ‘‘I
think it’s because of this that -~ dad

possessions, in the best fashion of the
early
pioneers, to the North Coast. .
‘(Family and school at the same

subsequently saw the necessity for
more open communication and less
:
‘“*bureaucracy’’ on campus.
‘*! thought the Army was bad. This

myriad council members come and go.

for the

and I are finally becoming friends.’
After
six
years of setting tile
and the arrival of another daughter,
Patella said he ‘‘finally saw the handwriting on the wall’’ to finish school
and earn a degree. :
“I really had no experience doing
anything, and I knew I wasn’t happy
doing what I was doing.”
He became hooked on Humboldt
while visiting a Trinidad friend in.1982,
cashed in his union retirement fund,
took out a G.I. Bill, sold the car, and
packed his family and a truck-load of

chairman, he was given the nod to head
this summer’s interim government and

Rick Patella
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time) is a lot more stressful than: just
oing to school when you're single,”
Chery Patella, who-gave birth to the
couple’s third daughter last Thursday,
said. ‘‘But we wouldn’t want to do.this
in any other town than Arcata because,
even though Rick’s not a
full
time, we can still have a‘quality life.”
For now, Patella seems to be

satisfied

with

his ‘‘career’’

as a stu-

dent, working with continuing educa-

tion on campus and acting as a voice
for the students on the SLC.

Desiring to work in the field of
university continuing education, relations with and course developments for

the community, Patella has often been
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~Weekly Reader
Standardized tests blasted

to Soviet colleges.

SAN FRANCISCO — Standardized tests have
played key roles in lowering minority enrollment in

said Michael Stevens, USIA program director.
‘“‘But the Soviet program is well-crafted. They know
their market segment — students who don’t have
other prospects. The Soviets have cast their net very
intelligently, from their perspective.’’

cons and professional schools in recent years, a
citizen’s group charged.
Organizers of a new coalition called FairTest told
U.S.A. Today that college entrance tests only
measure ‘‘suburban
perience.”’

The

group,

white

which

male

middle-class

ex-

educators

and

includes

psychologists, plans to press for:

e More states to adopt ‘‘truth-in-testing”’ legisla-

tion as adopted in New York. It gives test takers the

right to review copies of scored exams and challenge

badly written or ambiguous questions.
e Pressure test publishers to root out questions
the coalition considers unfair to minorities.
e Get colleges to drop standardized tests as an entrance requirement.
Joy McIntyre, a spokesman for the Educational
Testing Service, which creates the SAT, denied the

charges.
‘‘The tests aren’t biased at all,’’ she told U.S.A.
Today.

War of schools escalates
WASHINGTON — There is one student financial aid program the Reagan administration hasn’t
lobbied to cut.
Beginning this fall, a $3.8 million program administered by the United States Information Agency is bringing 143 undergraduate students and
teachers from Central America to 10 U.S. colleges,
the Washington Post reported.
When the program was approved by Reagan last
year, it was heralded by the administration as a
U.S. counterattack to the Soviet Union's aggressive
effort to bring working-class students and teachers

‘Most students, if given a choice, would prefer
to study in the West rather than in the Soviet Bloc,

Rise and fall of the Yuppies
Yuppies have apparently lost their media appeal.
Advertisers have found there is less to the yuppie
— or young urban professional — phenomenon
than meets the eye.

‘There

aren’t

that

many

of them—only three

million out of a total baby boom population of
nearly $0 million,’’ writes Mark Lacter in the San
Francisco Chronicle.
As advertisers focus their attention elsewhere,
some economists are blaming the surge in interest
rates over the past decade on the alleged predilection of yuppies to borrow — instead of save —
money, the Washington Post reported.
A study by the Urban Institute, however, questions media pronouncements that yuppies are
leading their generation to borrow their way to a
more
lavish standard
of living than
their
predecessors.
Baby boomers may be the first downwardly
mobile generation since World War II, according to
the institute. The analysis found that today’s
30-year-old men are earning 10 percent less in real
terms than their fathers did, the Chronicle reported.
The median annual income of yuppies is $39,100,
the New York Times reported. But because of their
sheer
numbers,
‘‘would-be
yuppies’’
and
‘‘workers’’ earn

far more as a group than yuppies.

The median yearly income for would-be’s
$15,000.
Workers earn a median
income
$10,036, the Times reported.

is
of

Columnist Ellen Goodman pointed
to the rise
and fall of media infatuation with yuppies as an ex.
:
ample of linguistic sloppiness.
‘IT get uncomfortable when we turn ideas into
trends, when we trivialize concepts and values into
games of ‘ins’ and ‘outs.’ When ideology, literacy

and civil rights are treated like racquetball, nouvelle
cuisine and new-wave music, it’s time to write a
postscript to the era: Label it post-cerebral.’’

Money talks in Soviet schools
MOSCOW
— Education may be free in the Soviet
Union, but people are willing to pay for good

grades and admission into the institutions of their
choice, the New York Times reported.

‘“‘Giving presents to teachers has become a kind
of epidemic,’ the Communist Party newspaper
Pravda wrote a few years ago, ‘‘from lengths of
fabric to dinner services to fashionable shoes to
draperies.’’
Most are not clearly bribes, but are designed to

curry favor and ensure good treatment for a child.

But the gift-giving sets the stage for serious bribes
when they are needed.
‘‘When they get to know the children’s parents,
the administrators and teachers make no bones
about quite brazenly telling them their birthdays,"’
Pravda stated. ‘‘The parents deferentially write
‘down

these dates

in their notebooks

so as not
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forget to bring gifts on the appointed day.”’
A Russian who has taken part in the gift-giving
that permeates Soviet life told the Times that the
process continues to amaze him.
‘You give these officials any kind of junk and
they're immediately different people. They’re like
children for all kinds of pens and lighters and
various trinkets.”’
In a society of shortages, a personal overture of
this sort is often needed, the Times reported.
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Police beat
Open Daily 8-8

Take-out Deli & Grocery

Take-out 822-7409
A

traffic

suspicious

accident,

persons,

and

sightings

of

drug

and

alcohol violations were some of the in-

cidents filed by the University Police
Department last week.

Three
smoking

or four people were seen
marijuana at 3083 Sunset

Oct. 22. The bicyclist received minor to
moderate
injuries and
was
later

Hall, but they were gone when police
arrived. In another incident, a small
bag of marijuana was found on the
center divider on the east side of L.K.
Wood Boulevard.

the vehicle.
Two people were found Wednesday

reported.

A bicyclist and car collided at L.K.
Wood Boulevard and Harpst Street
transported to a dentist by the driver of
sleeping under the overhang of Science
Building D and were told to leave the

area.

Also on Wednesday,

Campus

Cuts

reported an unidentified male soliciting
minority females for employment.
Two minors were found in possession of alcohol. Two other students
were booked on possession of marijuana.
A suspect was arrested Saturday for
driving under the influence of alcohol

Sunday,

a

stolen

Its owner

pickup
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1984 Toyota, was found in the lower
Campus Apartments parking lot.
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Fear causes men to register,
claims draft resister at HSU
By Calvin Trampleasure
Staff writer

Pressure from adults and peers and
fear of prosecution are key reasons
why youth register for the draft, a
visiting draft resister said.

A national survey conducted three
years ago by Yankolovitch, Skelley and
White found a majority of men who
tegistered did so because they were

afraid of possible penalties — which
were widely publicized at the time, or
from

of pressure

because

an

adult,

Matt Nicodemus told political science

instructor Dan Faulk’s People and
Politics class.
At the same time that the Selective

Service has tried to scare young men in-

to registering to avoid. prosecution, it

has

also

use

to

attempted

peer

pressure, said Nicodemus,.a Stanford
student and co-editor of the nationally
circulated monthly Resistance News.
are told that we should
“We
associate registration with rites of

passage into adulthood,”’ he said.

Nicodemus cited a brochure published by the Selective Service with the picture caption, ‘‘Aaron, Mike, William
and Raoul grew up today . . . today
they registered.’’
“Throughout the country information was published which said registration is the law, that you have to
(register) and everyone is doing it,”’
Nicodemus said.
The effect of this is to make registration resisters feel alone, he said.
A student who registered agreed.
Michael Smith, a history freshman,
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said he did so ‘‘only because | was
afraid — I generally spend my life being afraid.”’
an education
Schwartz,
David
d so he
registere
sophomore, said he
the
with
ce
complian
in
would be
requires
which
nt,
Solomon Amendme
students to register with the Selective

‘I accept
fight for
country.
needs to
.

that we have to
and defend our
It’s a price that
be paid.’
—Peggy Williams

‘I haven’t
because I’m

Service before receiving financial aid.
“And

there

reinstated

by

pressure

was

Mom,”’ Schwartz added.
Registration for the
1980.

President

draft
Reagan

requires men

program

The

from
in

a journalism freshman said. ‘‘I don’t
believe in war.’’
Smith may have registered but he
didn’t like doing so.
‘*] do not like the thought of going
off to boot camp to learn how to kill
people and most likely get killed,’’ he
said. ‘‘I would be afraid to hurt the life
that I’ve built for myself. I’m married
and have two children.”’
an

informal

survey

war.

to

basically a pacifist,’’ Aaron Hackette,

In

pacifist. I don’t believe in

was

register with the Selective Service
within 30 days of their 18th birthday.
The rate of draft registration compliance hovers around 98 percent, said
Caroline Boswell, Selective Service
public affairs officer.
Only one of the males in Faulk’s
class said he hadn’t registered
‘“*] haven’t registered because I’m

president

and

one

wrote

that

of Associated

who

Students

was

Peggy Williams, a psychology junior
and one of the six who supports

registration, said she would register if

it were required for women.
‘*I don’t feel much different than my
father and my grandfather did,’’ she

now as they were in the late-70s, Faulk

said. ‘‘Perhaps the environment has
become more tolerant of those conservative views.”’
.

said. ‘‘I accept that we have to fight for
. . it’s a price

circulated |

he did

in

1976-77, compared the student reaction of Nicodemus and Wrixton to student attitudes of the mid-70s.
Students are probably as conservative and supportive of the system

draft and 11 did not agree.

and defend our country.

—Aaron Hackette

that needs to be paid.”’
Instructor Dan Faulk,

with ‘‘extreme reluctance.”’
Of the women polled, six agreed
with the concept of registration for the

through the class, 12 of 13 males
responding said they had registered. Of
the dozen, one did so ‘‘gladly,’’ eight
did so with ‘‘a fair amount of reluctance’’

registered
basically a
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CHP makes grizzly find
Four

California

Next time we'll have it bolted down.
Maybe we can get a chainsaw sculptor
to fix it,’’ Sgt. Mert Baarts said.
The bear, symbol of the CHP, was
taken from the Sunny Brae station in

Patrol

Highway

officers rolled up to an Arcata apart-

ment complex Thursday to put an end

to a five-and-a-half- month-old
naping.
The four

officers,

acting

on

kidan

anonymous tip, approached the rear
of the building where they saw their
bear

300-pound
backyard.

lying

in

the

May, right after Lumberjack Days.

“This happens all the ime, but this
time was a bit much. Maybe we'll
‘ even put a cage or something around
sggeit
it,’’ Baarts said.
The solid redwood bear has been at
North Coast CHP stations since the
firmly over the
watching
1930s,

After months away from its home,

the Sunny Brae CHP station’s redwood bear was taken back to its
home, though not without injury.

An anonymous caller led California Highway Patrol officers to their missing yun The bear was brought back, not alive, and minus both ears and a
fron

Eureka and King Salmon facilities.

The .bear is pg prs Sores 3 from
jack Days,
‘the station during Lum

During the 50-year-old bear’s silent
ordeal, both ears and a front leg were

but is usually returned
Braats said.

removed.

“We'll take care of having it fixed.

Community

soon

after,
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Election to highlight education
See related story page Al2
By Rod Boyce
Community editor

An off-season school board clection
scheduled for Nov. 5 has apparently
sparked little interest in Arcata voters.
Five candidates, however, do have
interest in the three open seats on the
High
Union
Humboldt
Northern
School District board of trustees, including Edward ‘‘Buzz’* Webb, HSU
vice president for student services.
The NHUHSD seats and two seats

on the Manila Community Services
District are the only items on the local
ballot.
With three seats open, only incumbents Martha Likins and Esther
Holmes are seeking second four-year
terms.
Deborah
Petranek,
Mickey
remaining
the
are
Webb
and
Fleschner
candidates.
All stressed the new high school
graduation requirments adopted by the
state under SB 831. The five also spoke

Heroin, speed abuse
on county upswing
County is home to a host
Humboldt
of drugs other than marijuana, Part

one

of this

two-part

series

looks

at

those drugs and their manufacture and

availability in the county. Part two, to
appear next week, examines countywide treatment and eradication efforts and problems related to drug
abuse.

By Gregory Marget
Staff writer

Humboldt County, bastion of the
marijuana sub-industry, is teeming
over with manufacturers and suppliers

Programs.
Drug
and
of Alcohol
substance
of
Tarpey is coordinator
people
cally,
‘‘Basi
abuse prevention.
and
out
seek
can
users
who are drug
counthe
in
ere
anywh
score their drugs
ty,”” he said.
Methamphetamine trails only marijuana and alcohol as the most abused
drug in the county, Tarpey said.
Methamphetamine is a high-grade
inhalant form of amphetamine, It is a
powerful stimulant, which sells on the
streets for about $10,000 to $15,000
per pound, Tarpey said.

People

seeking

treatment

for am-

of other illegal drugs.

phetamine abuse in Humboldt County

are increasingly being abused on the

percent, Tarpey said.
“In terms of quantity,

Amphetamines, especially methamphetamine, ‘‘crystal’’ and ‘‘crank,”’

North Coast, and manufacture of these
drugs takes place within the county.

Use of cocaine, which is transported
here mainly from the San Francisco
area, is on the rise.
Heroin addiction, particularly in the
waterfront area of Eureka, is not at all
uncommon.
Law enforcement officials and dru
rehabilitators are concerned about a
of these situations.
‘+1 don’t know an area of our county
where these problems don’t exist,”
said Neil Tarpey of the County Office

over the last half of 1984 increased 32
percent, while the state rise was only 3
may

marijuana

be our most treated problem,”’

said Dotty Fox, clinical director at Blue

Heron, an outpatient substance abuse
clinic. ‘“‘But in terms of severity of the
problem, methamphetamine is number
one,”’ she said.
Most methamphetamine used on the
North Coast is manufactured in
chemical labs within Humboldt Couny.
“We're a likely county to have labs,
because power sources are available in
Please see DRUGS page Al6

of improving relations between the
high school district and HSU.
“‘There’s some bitterness towards
in McKinleyville,”’ Petranek, 33,
—
said.
‘*A lot of it comes from the forestry
and fisheries departments at HSU.
People in McKinleyville work at Simpare not environmentally
and
son
oriented,” she said.
“1 think the high schools and the

university just co-exist,’’ she said.

“There’s a real lack of interest in
this election, but people should be concerned about who the candidates are,”’
Petranek said. Petranek is a part-time
teacher in the McKinleyville School
District and wife of HSU University
Relations Director Jan Petranek.
High school curriculums throughout
California will soon be undergoing a

‘‘reformation,’’ Petranek said. That
reformation is a model for schools to
follow.
The program, supported in part by

all candidates, proposes four years of

English, three years of math, two years
of science and two years in fine arts or

foreign languages.

‘“‘We don’t have quality education
here. We’re just getting by. Under the

new curriculum, students will be more
ales

if they go to HSU,”’ Petranek

said.
The curriculum review process will

begin soon, Likins said, and will take
‘quite some time.”’

**It would be dumb of us to ignore
the proposed changes,’’ Likins said.
Please see ELECTION page Al7

North Coast airport lands
another passenger airline
California’s

largest

commercial

airline, beginning service to North
Coast

in December,

troductory

discount

will offer

rates

just

in-

in

time for Christmas vacation.
San
Diego-based
Pacific

Southwest Airlines ‘‘will begin service to Eureka — Arcata airport on
Dec. 19,’ JoAnn Dennis, account
manager for PSA, said.

‘We're

going to start with two

flights
per day,”’ Russell Ray, president of PSA, said in a news conference Monday.
“We'll start out with discount
‘one way’ flights,’’ Ray said. For
the first month (Dec. 19 through
Jan. 20) it will cost $49 to fly to San
_ Francisco and $79 to fly to L.A.
‘Passengers will stay on the same
plane straight through to L.A.,”’
Ray said.

‘*Flights will leave for San Fran-

cisco at 12:37 p.m. and 7:22 p.m.”’
Pat Barrett, PSA’s representative in
the Eureka area, said.
Other discount flights that will be
offered are Reno ($59), San Diego
($89), Las Vegas ($89), Phoenix
=
($99) and Tucson ($99).
After Jan. 20, 1986 rates will be
increased to $89 to San Francisco
and $129 to L.A. These rates are approximately 30 percent less than
current rates offered by other
airlines in the area.
The plane that will be serving
Eureka — Arcata is the new BAe
146 “‘Smiliner,’’ manufactured by
British Aerospace (the engines are
made in the U.S. by Avco Lycoming). ‘‘It is the world’s quietest
ai
»” Ray said.
the end of 1985, PSA will have
20 of the 85-seat planes in its fleet.
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Survey’s questions liven slow election
**] thought it was terribly biased.

By Rod Bo

suppose it was worthwhile to them, but
I would prefer people to disregard it,”’

Community editor

An otherwise passive election to fill

board

three school board seats was set on end
last week by a recent candidate survey.
A seven-question survey by FamPac,

the political

Board member Esther Holmes, seeking a second four-year term, and
Mickey Fleschner were the two candidates responding.
The survey asked candidates in races
around the county for their positions
on homosexuality as an acceptable
alternate lifestyle, use of public schools
to promote abortion and birth control,
marijuana smoking and other valuerelated questions.
Survey questions were limited to yes
and no answers, though room for comments was provided. Responses will be
compiled into a voter's guide, with
6,000 copies distributed in churches
nee
from Oct. 27 through Nov.

Likins

said.

pushing a single-issue campaign, that

Family, elicited blistering comments
from three of five Northern Humboldt

with subjects taught in public schools.
‘I think they (FamPac) wanted to
make this a_ single-issue campaign.
There isn’t an emotional campaign in
the community now, so they did this to
help their candidates win,’’ board candidate
Deborah
Petranek
said.
Petranek refused to answer the survey.

Martha

did not respond to the survey.
FamPac, however, claims it is not

action committee of Pro-

Union High School District board candidates who refused to respond to the
survey.
Pro-Family is a local group of approximately 400 members concerned

member

Likins, who is seeking a second term,

of concentrating solely on morals
issues.
**It doesn’t matter what they think
about the survey,’’ FamPac member

|

would

Sonja Hauxwell said.
**We asked for yes and no answers
because people can’t be half-pregnant.
Besides, they were given a page for
comments,’’ she said.
‘*The election couldn’t be turned in-

to a single-issue campaign,’’ she said.
FamPac has used candidate surveys
ae
previous elections, Hauxwell
said.
Petranek suggested alternatives to
the

strict

format,

alternatives

allow

for

explanation

would look like I'd be saying ‘Go out

and be homosexual,’ ’’ Petranek said.

The survey has stirred up some interest in the election, Fleschner said.
**There’s not much of an issue in this

campaign. There’s no big, burning
thing for the community to talk about,
so I guess this could be it,’’ he said.

that

Police offer trick-or-treat tips
By Trey Williams
Staff writer

Although thoughts of the Great
Pumpkin may be in mind on Halloween, don’t forget those little kids who
may be stepping out into the street
tomorrow night.
‘It is especially important
that
drivers be aware of young children on
Halloween night. Generally, drivers
should drive at a slower speed and
watch for children who may likely
jump into traffic at any time,’’ Arcata
Police
Department
Service Officer
Kathryn Osterman said.
The Arcata Police Department has
not

recorded

any

intentional

ing traffic in, areas where sidewalks
aren’t available.
She also suggests that trick or
treaters wear light colored costumes,
possibly with reflective tape, so they
can be scen more easily in the dark.
Other suggestions include:
e Taking children to well-lighted
residential areas where they are more
likely to be seen by motorists.
@ Only taking candy that's properly
sealed and in its original container.
e Seeing that small children go out
with older children or parents.

e Taking along a flashlight.
‘‘We recommend trick or treating at
houses
that
are well-lighted
and
decorated for the holiday with pumpkins or other evidence that they’re
prepared for trick or treaters,’’ Arcata
Police
Service
Officer
Leona
Mendenhall said.
Mad River Community Hospital will
be providing
free fluoroscopy on
Halloween. Fluoroscopy is a method
used to determine if foreign objects
have been put into candy or fruit.

VCR RENTAL
SPECIAL

acts

against children on Halloween night.
‘‘We do believe that the greatest
danger to children on Halloween night
would be the possibility of getting hit
by a car,’’ Osterman said.
Children should be aware of cars.
Osterman suggests children walk fac-

7 days a week

VCR & 1 movie only $4.99
PRIVATE

OUTDOOR

HOT TUBS

Traditional Sauna Cabins
COFFEEHOUSE
eapresso-juice
international

Lucerne Ice Cream 21 Flavors
1/2 Gal 3/$5.00

bar

-pastries

newspapers

Cols

Sunday-thursday
noon-iopm
friday-saturday noon-midnight

Sea

Trader

Tuna

6.5 oz
57‘

Water

House

or

Oil

Pack

89'tb

Macaroni & Cheese Dinners 7.250z

4/$1.00
Coors

12-pack

cafe closes

one hour

Reservations

Bulk Thompson Seedless Raisins
Town

of

stances.
‘They weren’t giving me a chance. It

12-0z cans

$4.48
Store Hours

Sunday 8am-9pm
Monday-Saturday 7am-1 1pm

Corner

later

Sth and Jd
Arcata

822-2228

SEQUOIA AUTO

Formerly Bay Auto

Student Discounts
Complete Foreign & Domestic Parts
Brake Drums &
Rotors Machined
Mon.- Fri., 8-5:30

4

”

Sat.-9-4
FOREIGN

889 Ninth St.

Arcata

822-2411
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Community briefs

:

Raindrops keep fallin’. . .

Over 300 species of mushrooms weré on display
at last year’s fair and the Home Economics building
‘ Redwood Acres will be the site of the fair again

Humboldt County rains continued to up the rain-

fall total for the season, pushing way past last
year’s total of 4.30 inches.
The National Weather Service reported .09 inches
of rain on Sunday, making this season’s total 5.80
inches. Normal for this time of year is 3.79 inches.

sion is $1.50 for adults and $0 cents for children.

Rural fire coverage restored

Absentee ballots for the Nov. 5 election must be
returned to the Humboldt County Election Department or to any polling place within Humboldt

Fire protection in rural Humboldt County areas
has been temporarily restored by the board of

Trinidad bingo parlor goes on

with the California Department of Forestry in an
effort to trim county expenditures.
Supervisors voted to continue service through
February and possibly through May if progress is
made by rural residents to arrange for their own fire
protection.
The Trinidad and Alderpoint CDF stations will
be staffed until Feb. 10, at which time the board
will reconsider temporary funding.

supervisors.

County by 8 p.m. Tuesday.

The board had earlier voted to end its contract

Trinidad residents who took complaints over an
Indian bingo parlor to the board of supervisors, got
news that the board could sue to prevent further

construction of the site.

Some Trinidad residents had complained that no
environmental assessment was made of potential
damage from the parlor. Under federal law, Indian
reservations and rancherias do not fall under the
jurisdiction of the Environmental Protection Agenon the 300-seat parlor began

Pacific Lumber Co. shareholders criticized the
unfriendly takeover of the lumber company by the
New York-based Maxxam group.
Maxxam offered $40 per share for Pacific
eed stock, an offer that remains open until
lov. 8.
Shareholders
complained
that Maxxam’s
takeover would eliminate local jobs and drive down
the price of lumber on the North Coast.

A former company official claimed that, to
finance the takeover, Maxxam would have to increase logging, which would force lumber prices

While television station KREQ waits in the wings
for a home and possible NBC affiliation, station
KIEM will be airing more NBC network programs.
KIEM now features the ‘‘Today’’ show in the
morning and ‘‘David Letterman’’ late at night.
The Eureka-based station now carries mostly
CBS programming, but will blend in more NBC
programming during prime-time hours.
Should KREQ channel 23 be granted NBC affiliation, the new station would have sole possession
of NBC network shows on the North Coast. Both
KIEM and KVIQ would revert to CBS and ABC
programming.

two

‘A ’shroom is a ’shroom
The sixth annual Humboldt Bay Mycological
Society Mushroom Fair is set for Nov. 10 at Redwood Acres.
The show features both edible and poisonous
offers slide shows on mushrooms

PL takeover moves continue

KIEM wants its NBC

cy or a host of other federal, state and local agencies.

and

mushroom paraphernalia. A ‘‘touchy-feely’’ table
of mushrooms will also: be available.

down and destroy long-standing timber stands.

Hotel project ready to go
The long-awaited renovation of the Hotel Arcata
may begin Dec. 1 with the expected approval of

$365,000 in financial grants.
Complete renovation of the hotel is expected to
be finished by April. 1

Arcata

Chiropractic Office
LARRY

J. KLEEFELD.

D.C.

SPECIAL EMPHSIS ON
LOWER BACK DISORDERS

(707)

822-5188

-604 H Street, Arcata 95521

EMPIRE

COLLEGE

_Are you enjoying your experience at Humboldt?

Do you like meeting people?
Have some free time?

Do

you

want

to

make

future of Humboldt

a

differenc ein

|

the

State University?

The Office of College and School Relations
is looking for a few good men and women to
act. as Student Ambassadors. Some of the
activities you may want to become involved
in include:

1

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
QUALIFIED STUDENTS MAY APPLY
FOR ADMISSION NOW

high

St hool

or

college

||

Law School Admission Test Required

|

Register for December 7 LSAT bv

Calling prospective students to answer
their questions about the Humboldt experience.
Sharing information about HSU with your
former

|)

November

classmates

7, 1985

during your visits home.

Showing visitors around campus.
Hosting receptions for new students.
Helping with Humboldt

Preview.

If vou want to become a part of something new
at HSU, call Jan Scharinikon, or John Ballard

CALL
(707) 546-4000

at 826-4402.

There is still time for you to share the —
Humboldt Experience with your friends and family

3033 Cleveland Avenue * Santa Rosa, California

over the Holidays.
a

ee

eae a

eneneitgenireaenenaeemesenaee

mushrooms,

Four local concerts billed as ‘‘Quake-Aid’’ raised
~ ty to aid people suffering from the Mexico earthquakes.
concerts were performed by local musicians
at sites throughout Humboldt County.
Funds were forwarded to the Red Cross Mexican
Earthquake Aid Headquarters by the local Red
Cross chapter. The local Red Cross chapter has
raised $6,904 for relief aid.
Of money turned over to the Red Cross, 100 percent is used
to aid victims.

this year.
The fair runs from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and admis-

Absentee ballot deadline

Construction
weeks ago.

Quake-Aid stirs up money

A1
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Nowhere to stay
while folks are away
County-wide shortage of day care centers
attributed to lack of funding, abuse fears
fant Toddler Center for a half day at
full cost is $10.60 and a full day is
A shortage of day care centers in Ar- ' $21.20 at the center.
The Humboldt Child Care Council is
cata is leaving some student-parents
‘looking for additional government
with nowhere to turn for care. ~
funding,’’ Michael Proulx, outreach
With HSU’s Child Care Center full
worker for HCC said in a telephone into the brim, many student-parents are
terview.
forced to look elsewhere. However, the
‘‘None of the child care homes are
waiting list for government subsidized
subsidized,’’ only day care centers
child care (grants from the state to adHe
funding.
government
receive
minister child care) in Arcata is long
of
amount
the
disscusing
from
declined
and getting longer.
subsidized
for
recieves
HCC
money
‘**We’re very filled up,’’ said the direcprograms.
tor of Children of
the Redwoods Day
Care
Center, Dorothea
Sulimma.
In Humboldt County there are only
‘*There’s a tremendous need in the area
two infant child care facilities that are
because we get a set amount of money
subsidized. Proulx said. He said that
and can’t expand.”’
centers are ‘’constantly on the lookout
Sulimma said at least 50 families are
waiting for an opening but she doesn’t
for school age care and infant care,”’
expect any openings until next fall. To
and that children 2 years through 5
one local director, the problem begins
years old were in pretty good shape as
at the government level.
far as finding day care.
Nancy Forrest, assistant director at
Child molestation and the mania
Children of the Redwoods Infant Todsurrounding it pose separate problems
dler Center, said there are no subsidizfor child care providers, Proulx said.
ed
openings. ‘‘There’s not enough
“It is having a big impact on
government money. It’s a question of
parents. Over the past year the
parents
are asking more questions. The
bottom
priorities; young children are a low

By Mary Adams

government priority. The Humboldt
Child Care Council is doing all they

can,”’ Forrest said.

However,

isn’t long.

the full-cost waiting list

The rate at Redwoods

In-_

in “*

about

the

provider,”

Proulx

said.
‘*A great majority of child molestation takes place in the: home, and a
considerably small percentage of sexual abuse occurs in group situations,’’
he said.
Proulx said that it’s good that

concerned
more
are
parents
take more
parents
because,‘‘it makes
day
about
about
trouble to find out

care.” He said HCC often refers
parents to Eureka and McKinleyville
day care and provides brocheres on
each center or home.

Please see DAY CARE page A17

line is that there are no guarantees, it’s
really up to the parent to feel out the

situation,’’ he said.
“Il encourage parents to take their
child with them so the child can have

Coast toCoast
TOTAL

HARDWARE

Tom Lewis D.DS.
801 Crescent Way Arcata
707/822-0525

>

unea
Epic‘RESTAURANT
@Featuring Fresh Pastries, Bagels, Coffees, Teas
From

7:30

e All Served with Rice Pilaf and A Fresh Vegetable

*3°°
Prawns

Special - Teriyaki
BEER & WINE

1811

GST.

Arcata

\Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner-Beer-Wine

Come in and try our hot potatoes ! |

e Specializing|In Teriyaki Chicken © Beefe Pork® Tofu

All For

1057 H St.

-Eapresso-Homemade Biscuits& Soups

A.M.

ARCATA

CALL 822-9451 For To-go orders
ON THE FAR SIDE OF THE H.S.U. FOOT BRIDGE

| (homefries topped with avacadoes, chedder
cheese, salsa, sour cream and green onions)

Shop
ata
“ArcHair
Men

$7.00

Women

$9.00

beard trim included price inctudes shampoo and blowdry

NE*%US

-——-

shows more interest in the camera.
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Children at New Dawn day care center in Arcata watch their pumpkins ber David Atherton. Atherton runs the center
ing carved
by center
10. At right, Nicole Fielder, 2,
wa wite Lica, for children through

65

aa

oe

Y=

Staff writer

JOYCE AND ERAINA

877 9th Street (Next
to Marino's)

822-3912
:
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Couple’s ranch project
uses natural energy
project

By Joni Lagrosa
Staff writer

The lights may

someday go out on

wasn’t

supposed

to

there are three buildings, including a

But the ranch, and all facilities on it,
are powered by means other than
Pacific Gas and Electric. A wind
generator, which supplies most of the
electrical power for the ranch, sits atop
a dead tree.
“| bought the antique generator
from a man in the Mid-west who

It’s made

Loren

devoting

and

Lisa split their

mornings

time by

to their business,

the Skyhorse Saddle Company. They
specialize in hand-tooled leather items,
an art Lisa has taught to Loren.
Regarding the inconveniences of not

2,500 watts of power per day. |
more

In

Skyhorse about $150.

of airplane

balsa. That’s the same type of wood
that was used for the World War |
airplane props. Right now it needs
some grease, though,’’ Loren said. The
windmill
produces a maximum of
much

of

plans to install a windmill pole next
year.
Loren said he did not know exactly
how much money he had put into the
roject, but that everything was very
Ow-cost.
‘*] proved what I set out to do, and
that was to prove that it would work.’’
Other conservation
methods
are
employed on the ranch, too. Water is
supplied by year-round springs with
the help of a Felton wheel set in motion
by the force of the water. An intermediary device called a hydraulic
ram pump acts as a regulator for the
flow and ‘rams’ water down
the
system. The ram pump project cost

years ago there was nothing
trees,’’ Loren said, ‘‘Lisa and
a tepee for the first two years
purchased the land.’’ Now

two-story home they built with the 12
redwood trees that were cut down for
the building site.

‘I’m

lot

climb up there and end up with the
windmill in his lap.’’ Loren said he

the machinery that give it its energy independence.

restores them.

a

PG and E representative
Harold
Hough said, ‘‘He (Skyhorse) is doing
good things all the time. He didn’t put
a lot of money into it, and yet
everything works. | don’t particularly
like tree-mounted
windmills.
I’m
afraid one of these days he’s going to

work, according to its critics.
Loren and Lisa Skyhorse operate the
electrically self-contained ranch and all

‘*‘Nine
here but
I lived in
after we

doing

the inadequacies in the texts.”’

about it.
The Skyhorse Ranch in Trinidad is
an ‘“‘experiment’’ in natural resource

that

than

fact, | probably would have been confused had I done that just because of

the North Coast, but in Trinidad
there’s a family that may never know

engineering

rather

research and reading beforehand.

— Bryan Coleman

Loren Skyhorse checks his batteries to make sure everything is in order.
great things about generating our own
power is that when there’s a power
Outage during a storm, everyone else’s
lights go out while we are still watching
television.’’
The ranch and the business are two
very involved and separate projects.

‘Our

goals

are so similiar,’’

Loren

‘**} call that ‘cultural diffusion,’ °’

Loren said. ‘“‘If | wanted

hook

to, | could

up to the grid (tne

PG and E

wer system) but I believe power is
imited. You would never see me move
off the ranch into a prefabricated
home. To me, our (America’s) energy

system is the biggest waste in society.’’

said, ‘‘sometimes it’s scary. Lisa said,
‘*We've both decided the only way to

change the world is to work together.”

Sometimes there are incongruencies in
our life, like when we lived in the tepee
we had a crib and we dressed the baby

in Pampers. ”’

having an abundance of electricity in

comfortable just

picking up a shovel and beginning a

their home,

Loren

said,

‘‘One of the
othe.
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_ ATTENTION
SENIOR BSN STUDENTS
Why wait to start your nursing career? The Air

Force has a special program for Senior BSN’s. If
selected, you can enter Air Force active duty soon
after graduation — without waiting for the resultsof
your State Boards.

To apply, you must have an overall “B” average
and meet other basic officer entry requirements.
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll attend a
five-month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide
range
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experiences
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Continued from Page All
remote areas,’ said
Chief Joe Maskovich.

Arcata

Police

Chemical labs have a potent smell,

so they need to be in a remote area, and

at the same time, power is a necessity
for the operations, Maskovich said.
The Humboldt County Drug Task
Force has broken up two or three lab
operations in its two years of operation, Humboldt County Sheriff Dave
Renner’ said.
The task force’s first annual report,
for
1983-84,
stated
most
of the
methamphetamine in Humboldt County is also manufactured in the county,
and that methamphetamine, as well as
cocaine, is widely used throughout the
county.
Cocaine is a major problem, but it is
very difficult to determine if there is a
trend toward the drug, MaskoVich
said.
**Loose-knit groups are moving the
drug in, not in any organized way, probably from the Bay area,’’ he said.
‘‘My perception is that there seems to
be a greater public awareness about cocaine. Almost everyone knows someone personally that has had a sad
experience with it,’’ Maskovich said.
“It’s a slick and deceptive drug,”’

Tarpey

said. People think that when

they

tough

start doing

to

handle.

cocaine

Neither law enforcement officials
nor drug rehabilitators have found any
problems with PCP, commonly known
as ‘‘angel dust.’’
The rest of the drug spectrum,
however, is alive and well on the North
Coast, and drugs are not confined to
any particular class or group.
Every socioeconomic group in the
county has its problems with drug
abuse, Tarpey said. Alcohol, marijuana, amphetamines and cocaine are
abused by a great cross section of the
community. Very few drug abusers are
into just one drug, he said.
In the 1960s and early 1970s, drugs

it isn’t that

‘‘People

have

to

realize that their bodies are not indestructible,’’ he said.
Experts in treatment are recognizing
cocaine as an addictive drug because
users consume the drug compulsively
and continually, Tarpey said.
Perhaps the best-known addictive
drug, however, is heroin.
Nearly one-third of the County Drug
Task Force’s cases involve heroin traf-

ficking, Tarpey said.

The task force’s first report said
heroin arrests were surprisingly high.
The purity of the confiscated heroin
ranged from 60 to 80 percent.
‘*It appears that most retailers and
distributors of heroin in Humboldt
County are
purchasing high quality
heroin in the Bay area and transporting
it to Humboldt County, where the
heroin is diluted and sold to users,’’ the
report stated.
The purity level of heroin on the
—
is about 3 percent, the report
said.
Heroin use is concentrated in the
waterfront area of Eureka, Maskovich
said. The task force report also said
heroin use was restricted mainly to
Eureka.

to support drug habits are not as common,
pen,
other
take
abuse

Though it does hapbig a problem as in
community does not
of other substance

When the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization was
formed in 1949, it was form-

ed for one reason. To stop
Soviet
It has

were more of a subculture thing. Drugs

are present in all sectors of society today, Fox said.
Though the problems with all drugs
in Humboldt County are extensive,
most are overshadowed by the huge
marijuana industry. The great flow of
money from marijuana contributes to
other drug abuse problems in the area,
Renner said.
Money
from
marijuana
growth
often goes toward the purchase of
other drugs, and marijuana crops are
—~
traded for other drugs, he,
said.
Because of this, burglary and theft

LIFE CYCLE -

Renner said.
it is not as
areas, so the
much notice
problems.

ion in Europe.
80.

The past 35 years of peace
have been one of the longest
periods of European peace
in recorded history.
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Continued from page All
‘“We'’re going to have to go through

time with her husband.

the whole curriculum in the next few
years,’’ she said. Likins, 55, is a school

‘*My priorities are simply to instill
increased high school graduation re-

nurse with the Humboldt County Of-

care programs for teenage mothers,
classes in parenting and the continuation of a drug use-abuse program at

quirements. We’re a
pretty healthy
school district, too.
We’ve got a $5
million annual budget with 30 percent
of that in reserves,”’ she said.
Relations between HSU and the
district are better than they were 10
years ago, Likins said, with more high

‘“‘There are lots of teenage mothers
nationwide and we have our share in
our district.

‘*An enormous amount of students
at HSU come from Southern Califor-

fice of Education.

Other than curriculum reformation,
Likins said she would like to see child

Arcata High.

school students taking advantage
cooperative education programs.

‘*It’s my hope to continue what’s going on. Students Exhibiting Common
Sense is a successful program against
drugs and vandalism at Arcata High. |!
would like
said.
Holmes,
made under
tion, citing

to see that expand,’’

of

nia, but I encourage kids to go to HSU.

It’s convenient for them to
go, even
though most college-bound kids want
to leave wherever they’re at,’’ she said.

she

Fleschner, 41, said he supports four

years of high school English, but has
not reached
a decision yet on the remainder of the program. A Trinidad
realtor, Fleschner has served on the
Trinidad Elementary School board.
“Oh, yeah, we can improve the
education up here. We’ve got to start

too, sees progress being
the board’s current direca decreasing
high school

dropout rate and healthy financial
reserves.
‘*My philosophy is to get back to the
purpose of public education. We need

oes
said.

to spend less time on fringe subjects
and more on basics. Education in the
classroom is a_ political football,’’
Holmes said. Holmes, 46, works part-

Webb said he is most concerfied with

format for curriculum,’’ he said.

Fleschner said he also favors increased contact with HSU, outside of the exae cooperative education programs
which enroll high school students in
college courses.

Day care

Continued from
Al4
Although many subsidized programs
are filled, parents can still look into
day care homes that operate on tuition.
Lisa Ladanyi-Atherton, director of
New Dawn
Preschool and graduate of
HSU said she still has room for four
kids, three days in the afternoon.

‘‘A facility needs to have a license
when

it assumes care and supervision

for children,’’ Gene Cecil, licensing
program analyst for California’s
Licensing Division said in a telephone
interview.

equality of curriculum yer

d Arcata

and McKinleyville high schools.

“I think the new state standards on

ae opeiny will make things worse. It

orces students to make choices too
early in high school,’’ Webb said.

‘“We require children’s records; each
child must have on file a physical exam
‘with

a T.B.

test and

record

of im-

munizations plus a statement
parents on a child’s health.’’

from

‘‘We require that they submit their
fingerprints, because if someone has a
record of abuse the facility needs to
know if something’s not kosher. We
take a close look at it and it has to be
cleared through the Department of
Justice,’’ Cecil said.

A Better Way to Meet Someone New

away at the curriculum,’’ he

Share Hobbies,

“It will cut down quite a bit on the
variety
of classes
for vocational

Travel, Companionship or that ‘‘Special
Relationship”’

MATCH

students, but | support the generalized
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Survey perverts
election issues

ACTUALLY, He's STL

He HAS MeRe

F'ILtI"G OT HS
FINANCIAL A'‘D FoR™S

TMs Te SUSY,

There’s a bumper sticker floating around
that
claims
the
‘‘Moral
Majority
is
neither.’’
The Moral Majority is well-known for its
ability to reduce a political campaign to the
most basic moral issues. Issues like abortion and homosexuality. Other, more farreaching, political issues are neglected,

THANKS Te
FINANCIAL AID! F

7

thrown on the back-burner of the political
oven.
Locally, we are faced with a moral
minority, Pro-Family.
What this group’s political action committee, known as FamPac, has done to
Tuesday’s
Northern
Humboldt
Union

High

School

District

board

election

is

debauchery at its worst and politics at its
best.
These people compiled a seven-question
pseudo-survey asking candidates for their
views on pot smoking, homosexuality as an
acceptable alternative lifestyle and the use
of public schools to promote abortion and
birth control.
Nowhere did the survey address issues
critical to education. Topics like increasing
the collective Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores of Arcata and McKinleyville high
schools or following the new, stricter state
requirements for graduation.
There are other, more worthy topics of
discussion before Election Tuesday.
Yes, there are teenage mothers at Arcata
high school. Yes, there is drug abuse at
McKinleyville high school. Those are the
hard facts that FamPac will not address.
It’s good to ask questions of our prospective officeholders, but only if they are
of any use.
Rather than compile candidate’s ‘‘yes’’
or ‘‘no’’ responses to moral questions, why
didn’t FamPac ask for answers to today’s

high school troubles?

Because asking for answers means accep-

ting the question, that’s why.
FamPac
is assembling candidates’
responses in a voter’s guide, 6,000 copies

of which will circulate through the area.
The voter’s guide should be read with
consideration of the source, recognition of
the obvious bias and then discarded.

Letters to the editor
Minority recruitment questioned

High school board election

Editor:
Your coverage of
me. It was too much
tle about people and
perfect predictors of

Editor:
1 am writing to remind you of the upcoming elec-

minority recruitment troubled
about percentages, and too litlearning. SAT scores are not
future college performance, of

course, but they aren't that bad either. People with
scores considerably below HSU entrance standards
are very likely to fail if they come here, becoming

disappointed with themselves and bitter to those
who encouraged them to begin studies they weren’t
ready for.
As a teacher, I can handle a few students with
highly deficient
scholastic
backgrounds
(with
special help sessions) and currently do. But if I had,
say, twice as many as I do now, I would be
swamped. I couldn’t help everyone who needed it,
and some would fail despite trying hard. | would
feel rotten; they would feel rotten.
Frankly, I am rather amazed at the importance
that some people place on twisting the arms of nonlocal minorities to come here. As surely everybody

knows, the cheapest way to go to college is to live at

home

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor are weicomed

and

Hispanic,
at The Lumberjack,

but should follow these guidelines:
Letters should be typed, double-spaced, and no more
than 350 words in length. All letters received are subject to

editing
They must be signed by the author in ink and include full
name, address and telephone number. Those submitted by
Students must contain class standing and major, and those

written by staff members should include their title. Addresses and telephone numbers are confidential.

Letters may be delivered personally to The Lumberjack

attend

and

The

black,

of Humboldt

from those groups (who no doubt represent the
bulk of the minority enrollment at our sister campuses). I would guess that we have proportionately
more Native Americans.
I am sure that Chris Munoz knows all this, and is
doing his level best to increase minority enrollment
(for the cultural enrichment of all of us) without
wrongly enticing grossly unprepared students to
come here.
.
Richard

at the editor's discretion.

KAS:

school.

populations

County are small, so we expect small enrollments

office (Neleon Hall East 6) or mailed. Letters are publiehed

NAVE

a nearby

Asian

Professor, physical science
2]. 24.4
SG es

@

tion on Tuesday, Nov. § in which we shall be elec-

ting members for the local high school school
board. This election is often overlooked, yet it is
one that is important to the community. The
policies and decisions made by these people affect
the lives of many students. Being a recent graduate

from a local high school, the impact of these deci-

sions are fresh on my mind.

A single vote in local elections can havea direct

impact on our community, even more than in state
or national elections. Thus your vote is very impor-

tant in this election. Those of you living
can cast your vote at the Jolly Giant

on campus

Complex.

I personally am supporting two candidates who

have had the experience necessary to make responsi-

ble and educated decisions as school
rd
members: Edward ‘‘Buzz’’ Webb, who has gained
experience

in

progressive

education

as

theVice

president of Student Affairs at HSU and who has
three children who have attended the local school
system; and Martha Likens who is an incumbent
and has worked as a school nurse in Humboldt

County for years.

Graduate student, business administration

Apartheid
in Israel
Editor:
Israeli apartheid has made a mockery of
ey
pa —
—_
ae
has
systematically
exploited
every conceivable opportunity to wreak violence, cultural genocide, and

Picse?
see next page

eeeere:

“
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America’s functional democracy compromised
dation of the United States includes

Reporter's opinion
Calvin Trampleasure
Dangerous, murderous and lying
criminals run the United States.

President Reagan and Secretary of
Defense

Caspar

Weinberger

are

plotting more murder in our names
. . including national suicide.
These criminals make Al Capone

look like a kid with a cap gun
shooting at birds in his backyard.
These leaders of the United States
have violated the Neutrality Act (18
U.S.C. & 960). Their crimes include

invasion of Grenada, attempting to
overthrow

the Nicaraguan

govern-

ment, killing civilians in El Salvador

and

deploying

weapons.

first

strike

nuclear

How is it possible to have such
blood-thirsty militarist criminals for

leaders?
As Kurt Vonnegut

observed, we

are no longer a society, we're an au-

dience. Ronald Reagan, the man on

the white horse with smoking sixshooters, pulls off his John Wayne

imitation while an audience watches

... and even cheers.
Our founding fathers had lofty
idealism for a free society and
brilliantly compiled
the Bill of
Rights. In stark contrast, the foun-

building blocks of slavery, genocide
and the greed that is implicit in
capitalist progress.
From
these
roots
we
have
developed an expansionist, destructive, militaristic foreign policy, and
violent, damning ways of conflict
resolution. (1 realize other countries
are also guilty of hegemony and exporting militarism.)
Currently, 60
percent of U.S. tax
dollars go for military purposes, 44
percent for current spending and 16

Percent on past war debts, accor-

ding
to
‘Citizens

the
Washington-based
Committee for a SANE

World.”’ Some of those dollars go

to help
shatter
the economic,
political, social and cultural fabric
of Nicaragua
and
other
Third

World countries struggling for self-

determination.
While thousands of people are
killed by Washington bullets, only
slight, token, cosmetic changes —
often in rhetoric only — occur in
U.S. government policy.
In a functioning democracy, an
informed public participates in the

workings of society. About half the
U.S. public didn’t vote in the last
presidential election. Is that participation?
Hitler called the German people

the

look

‘‘sleepwalking
at

what

he

masses,’’

got

away

and

with!

Reagan is getting away with the
same outrageous,
murderous
crimes!
Letters, phone calls and voting
are important ways to participate.
But when all life hangs on a

ternational law and treaties are to be
respected above all else (U.S.C. Article VI Section 2). International
law, the United Nations Charter and

the

Nuremberg

Principles

(from

.S.-U.S.S.R.
tension, extraordinary measures are essential.

Nazi war criminal tribunals) must be
considered as judicial review is exercised. Judicial review allows any
court to declare any law or official
government action invalid because it

My most recent act of civil
disobedience gave me an opportunity to challenge a U.S. magistrate (a

The magistrate declined the invitation.
He found me and all the

recarious, hair-trigger tightrope of

federal judge) to go out on a limb —
to risk himself — for the health of
our democracy and the safety of the
. world. It was a modern version of
the
Boston
Tea
Party
when
thousands of people across the
country were arrested on May 5 and
June 12 to dramatize their concern
over increased U.S. involvement in
Nicaragua.

For my court defense last week |
lead not
guilty. | told US.
agistrate
Theodore Sweigert that
my acts of disruption at San Francisco’s federal
building were far
from ‘‘unreasonable and unwarranted,’’ as the penal code statute
we violated claimed.
1 challenged the magistrate to
fulfill his sworn oath of office.
The U.S. Constitution states in-

violates a constitutional provision.
rotesters

—

including

Ilsberg in an earlier trial

Daniel

— guilty.

I failed to successfully challenge

the mind of the magistrate. But |
had affected the heart of the prosecuting U.S. district attorney. | had
included

a poem

about

kids,

the

nuclear threat and powerful politicians in my defense . . . the district
attorney must have kids.
‘*We all basically agree with you
at heart,’’ he said to me in an
elevator after the trial.

In
the words
of Canadian
songwriter Ferron, ‘‘. . . hearts are
like meadows, with their weathered

potential, with their reasons diluted
by reason itself.

| may be shivering

at the foot of this slow giving moun-

tain, but the tiny spring flowers can
look just like you... .”’

More letters
Continued from previous page
mass murders upon the Palestinians.
Such aggression has taken place contrary to the
provisions of the United Nations charter and other
fundamental principles of multinational law.
These
new
Israeli
crimes
are thoroughly
documented in ‘‘The Report of the International
Commission,’’ to inquire into reported violations
of international law by Israel during its invasion of
Lebanon. The commission, chaired by Nobel Peace
Prize recipient Sean MacBride, has reached conclusions that indict Israel and its leaders for war
crimes.
It’s stupid for any intelligent person to argue that
criticism of Israel is equivalent to anti-Semitism.
Israel is a ‘‘sacred cow” in the minds of some
because they know public discussion might generate
a complete reexamination of American support of
Israel. And that it should!
No aid for Israel! Zionism is racism and Israel is
Zionist!

Joseph Stockett
Freshman.

political serene

Conrad catches criticism
Editor:
Gary Conrad Jr. might consider a position as columnist in the ‘‘Stars and Stripes,'’ where his naivete

would

not be so transparent. Given his simplistic

and totalitarian view, | do not think it is worth
arguing individual issues. | do suggest that he visit
some of our ‘‘satellite puppet regimes’’ in Honduras, the Dominican Republic, the. Philippines, El
Salvador or South Korea.
I am motivated by his column to start a new club:
the Gary Conrad Jr. Memorial Club. Every time |

see a coduenn of his, | will give a donation to the appropriate organization. In this case | will contribute
to ‘‘Tools for Peace.”’

Kevin Jacquement
Veteran, U.S. Army

Editor:
As a full-time student, it’s very easy to be lulled
into believing that everyone in the world sees it like
you do. Even though Gary Conrad's ultra rightwinged spewage is kind of a sick joke it serves as a
reminder that there are people out there who do
‘think’ differently than yourself.
Steve Salzman
Senior

‘Quake-Aid’

environmental

recreational

engineenng

a big success

Editor:
As the organizers of the recent ‘‘Quake-Aid”’
benefit we would liké to thank the community and
all the participants involved for making ‘‘QuakeAid”’ a resounding success.
Three of the four concerts held on Wednesday,
Oct. 16 were sold out and over $4,000 was raised for

The Lumberjac

the Mexican relief effort.
The large crowds, high energy and enthusiasm
combined to make this a truly unique, memorable
and worthwhile event.

Sean Bohannon,
Scott Rappaport
Trinidad

Bravo for ‘Homeland’
Editor:
A standing ovation for the Julian Theatre’s production of Homeland. An enjoyable change from
the mundane political presentationalism we are so
often subjected to around here. An entertainment
value with a strong political message. Bravo!

Matt Edwards
Senior, theater arts
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Weights
Continued from front page
and directed study additions to the proposal, said
he did not mind the A.S. being in charge of the
facility.
‘| didn’t want the expense problems of the
—

if I wasn’t controlling the revenue,’’ he

Part of Lindemenn’s plan in developing the new
weightroom was to develop a revenue generating
source.
‘The sweetest prize is to get it (the weightroom)

out

of

Chuck

Lindemenn’s

hands,’’

Science

R
tative Greg Skaarup said during Monday
night’s SLC meeting.

Soon aes that Instructionally Related Activities funding, discovered by both parties previous
to the final meeting, could have ended the stalemate
between both sides was denied.
“The people who receive IRA funding would be
pissed off if they saw that athletics was getting
another $15,000, since IRA funds athletics

the future.
One aspect, the separate entity, which was includ-

ed in the proposal is a recreation-intramual committee designed to oversee the funds, with the commit-

tee’s structure formed similiarly to the Center Arts

committee.

The committee is designed to give recreationintramural users more input into the process of running
the facility.
:
The formation of the committee is still tentative,
but Intramural Coordinator Mark Sanders’ name
was mentioned as one of several to chair the committee.

already,’’ Murray said.

**I don’t think that we would have turned to that
option, using those funds, to solve this situation,”’
Lindemenn added.
Murray said that the new funding will be used to

offset any IRA fee increases which might occur in

Asbestos
Continued from front page
system.
As the worst case, the Annex was
found
to contain 0.046 fiber of
asbestos cr unit sampled — one-tenth
of the
0.5 fiber considered by the

California Occupational Safety and
Homers
Administration to present a
azard.
The asbestos was found primarily in
material surrounding pipelines and in
machine rooms. Most of the asbestos

is still there, pending

funding for a

‘*system-wide abatement program’”’
planned by the Chancellor’s Office.
The survey team’s
recommends
removal
of all
asbestoscontaining material as soon as possible
to reduce the likelihood of future
litigation should someone contract an
asbestos-related disease. Hopkins said,
however, there is no danger to anyone
on campus
from
the remaining
unremoved asbestos, as this amount is
considered to be very small.
Hopkins

said the danger of asbestos

became evident among ‘‘workers in
enclosed spaces who came home with
(asbestos) all over them, and they
might have trouble in 30 years."’
Asbestos pipe coverings
‘‘shouldn’t
be any problem,”’ he said.
In the introduction,
the survey
team’s report presented some informa-

tion about asbestos.
‘Asbestos is a general term used to
describe a group of naturally occurring
fibrous mineral silicates.
| ..
“If inhaled or swallowed the fibers
remain in the body permanently. They
can move from the lungs to almost all
other parts of the body.
‘*Asbestos fibers are microscopic,
and mild currents of air in a building

can keep them suspended

almost in-

definitely. If inhaled or swallowed the
fibers can cause a number of serious

asbestos-related diseases including
asbestosis,
lung
cancer
and
mesothelioma.’’
Mesothelioma is a cancer affecting

the lining around the heart, an official

-

the Public

Health

Department

In a memo included with the survey

team’s report, D. Dale Hanner, vice
chancellor of business affairs at the
CSU Chancellor’s Office, said
are under
way to channel $2.5 million
from the 1985-86 Minor Capital Outlay
appropriation and other funds to pay
for the removal of asbestos from the
two highest priority areas designated
by the survey team.
Hanner also said

Trustees has approved

another

$2.5

million

the

Board

a request

to

of

for

remove

asbestos from lower-priority areas.

“‘We obviously want to cover all of
the (asbestos-containing) areas as soon
as we can. But we need to take the

A priority system was devised by the asbestos survey team to indicate the amount of

asbestos found in a particular building.
Buildings designated as priority one, two or three indicate no friable (easily crumb.
ed) asbestos was found, and are not included in this list.
ee
“Prudent management requires contro! and annual monitor-

most urgent first,’’ Hanner said in a
telephone interview from Long Beach.

ha

The survey team estimated the cost
of asbestos removal from HSU’s cam-

“Anas

‘|. removal and replacemen t with a non-asbestos containing
and should be accomplished within five years.”
suggests .... removal and
t with a non-asbestos-containing
eee,

materialis
Prioritylx

pus to be $938,842. HSU’s estimate
nts 2 percent of the total $45.8

million the survey team estimates for
removal of asbestos from the entire
CSU system.
‘(Forty-five million dollars) is more
money
than
we
have
for new
classrooms, laboratories’? and other
expenses, Hanner said. ‘‘So we're trying to do a reasonable job of getting
the urgent (asbestos-related) business
first.’’
Nevertheless, ‘‘We plan to address
the entire $45 million,’’ Hanner said.
‘*It is a huge, huge problem to face
with 19 campuses to consider. Within
a year we will be able to take on the
highest priority areas, and we'll take
care of the rest with all possible speed

or

ae

material is necessary and should be accomplished within 12 months.”
Priority

seven suggests, “... removal and replacement with a non-asbestosas soon as possible.”
materialis urgent and should be
List below are the affected buildings and their priority numbers.
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after that.’’

CSU Los Angeles will get the highest
percentage of the funds (15 percent),
according to the survey report, and the
CSU Chancellor's Office is the only
site requiring no funds.

Building
Continued from front page
Chancellor’s Office to
study the
building and identify any defects.
Lawson made the report available to
The Lumberjack.
Since the building’s initial occupancy in fall 1982, Lawson said he has attempted to make the Chancellor’s Of-

fice acknowledge what he describes as
the building’s ‘‘shortcomings.”’
Professor Milton Boyd,
chairman of
the biological sciences department,
said HSU’s administration has been

“‘very su
ive’’ in listening to complaints,
but that it has been difficult
communicating the problems to people
off campus.
“Problems

(with

the

building)

ee apparent quite early,’’ Lawson
said.
Problems included the inability to
adequately heat and cool the
ng,
excessive noise, a second floor so flexi-

that it is only a ‘“‘temporary solution.’’
‘*It takes care of our too-cold mornings, but doesn’t do anything for our
hot afternoons,”’ the chairman said.
Without
auxiliary
heating,
temperatures have dipped to 50 degrees
in the labs during morning classes. On

sunny afternoons, —
have regist

of 100

.

yd said the building was designed
to be ‘‘innovative in many respects.”’
‘*We were all very excited initially to
be involved in the process of taking our
a
into the 21st century,’’ he
David E. Knox, a first year graduate
student in botany, is pleased the
building was designed for solar
ag
‘*I’d rather have solar heating than
see fossil fuels or nuclear energy
heating the place,’’ he said.
Because of this Knox said he didn’t
like to addition of an auxiliary heater
to the building. It is like a ‘‘Porsche’’
and ‘‘if you put a regular heater in it, it
would be as if a tractor were running
it,’’ he said.
In fixing the building, however,

ble that the botanists ‘‘couldn’t see
their wet mounts’’ because of building
vibration and the inability to adequatedarken the second-floor rooms for
ms and slide presentations.
Boyd said of the building, ‘‘Half the
time it’s either too hot or too cold.’’ * Boyd said, ‘‘it’s obvious that to some
uy es operations rae
an auxdegree we will lose innovative
i
ting system
year.
qualities.”’
Boyd said the system has helped, but
The chairman acknowledged that his

department

pointed’’

was

when

‘‘somewhat

disap-

it first occupied

the

building.

Boyd,

however,

was quick to add,

‘*several features’’ are successful.
‘“‘We
have
a really
fantastic
greenhouse and right next to it is our
teaching facility,’’ he said.
As to why so much time transpired
before there was any progress toward
Officially identifying the building's
defects, Lawson said it wasn’t until

February 1984 that the Chancellor’s
Office began to listen to complaints.
**We kept trying to bring it up to the
Chancellor’s Office, but we didn’t get
a sympathetic ear until Shiela Chaffin
came onto the case,’’ Lawson said.
Chaffin is the assistant vice chancellor
of
physical panes ot development.
either he nor the

Chancellor’s Of-

yer wants to ae a ‘‘quick fix, Bandapproa * to remedyi
the
building’s defects, he added. ~
While both campus and CSU officials acknowledge that the building
needs modification, there is still the
unanswered question as to who will be
held responsible.
Lawson said the state would
provide
the means to fix the facility ‘‘if there
were some assurances that there will be
a serious effort to retrieve the funds.”’
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Library gets photos
from days gone by
Ray Baker’s work provides historical views of
Eureka, Humboldt County in early 1900s
A

turn-of-the-century

collection

of

Humboldt County photographs depicting life on the North Coast will send
its viewers back in time.

The display, dedicated in the library

foyer last Wednesday,

features a col-

photographer, documenting Hawaiian
life and shooting
photographs of such
celebrities as Carl
Sandburg, Jack London,
Alice
Roosevelt
Longworth,

Buster ‘‘Tarzan’’ Crabbe and George
Bernard Shaw.

lection of glass plates and negatives by
Ray Jerome Baker.
photographer

Glass plates were the predecessor to to-

‘‘Whatever he saw, he shot,’’ Peter
Palmquist, a local photo historian and
collector, said. ‘‘The scope of things he

day’s

photographed is enormous.’’

iven to
Eureka

Baker, a Midwesterner, came to
Eureka in his early 20’s to begin a

negative.
HSU

The

collection

was

by Sam Swanlund, a
businessman
and

otographer.
“The collection opens a window to
the
st,’ Erich Schimps,
HSU
librarian, said. ‘‘R.J. Baker was one of
the few photographers to consistently
and comprehersively document local
development.’’
Valued at nearly $40,000, the collection contains negatives of Humboldt
County scenes — hot air balloon
shows,
lumbermen,
fishermen,
husbands and their wives, scenes of
Eureka’s downtown and children on
horseback. More than 700 negatives
are included in the collection.
Baker lived in Eureka from 1902 until 1910, when he moved to Hawaii. He
became
Hawaii's
premier

career

in

photography.

His

first

camera store was a tent, erected on a
vacant lot. The studio ‘‘worked fine in
dry weather,

but was a mess

in the

rain,’”’ wrote Robert Van Dyke, a
lifelong friend of the Baker family, in
the book ‘‘Hawaiian Yesterdays.”
Baker
bought
out
another
phot
and took over his shop
— one
a roof — on the corner of
Fifth and F streets in Eureka. He often
shot portraits of lumbermen, who

would

typically

workweek

and

put

in

a

arrive

in

downtown

six-day

Eureka on Saturday night for a shave,

a haircut,

a beer,

a hotel room

Please see PHOTOS

and a

next page
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Photos
Continued
from previous page
lemony portrait — plus copies to ‘‘send
ome

to

mother.”

In

addition

to

studio work, Baker often strapped his
camera and heavy glass plates on his
motorcycle, and rode to the lumbercamps and farms in search of subjects.
On one of these outings, Baker made
headlines for photographing nude

glass plates and negatives are held
privately.
One such collector is Sam Swanlund,
a photographer who learned his trade
from his father. Swanlund collects ar-

tifacts and photographic memorabilia.
The Baker collection will ‘‘put us on
the map as a major photo archive,”’
Schimps said. The university is becom-

‘I feel that I have been a most fortunate person, for
I have had a hobby for an occupation. It has given

me a modest living; I never expected it to make me
rich, but it has made me happy.’
—Ray Jerome Baker
bathers.

According to the Humboldt

Standard
newspaper,
Baker,
who
always packed a camera, came across a
group of young men swimming in the
river.
Baker asked their permission to take
photos, which were later purchased by

ing an impressive repository for Northwestern
photography,
thanks
fo

Swanlund’s gift and an extensive col-

some of the men and by a stranger,

lection of negatives and
prints of
ee
lum “4 photographer A.W.
ricson, he add
Before the Sapalerthy of television,
Baker toured on the Chautauqua cir-

who turned out to be a newspaper
reporter.
The reporter had Baker arrested.
The photographer pleaded guilty, paid
his fine and later verbally accosted the
city editor on a downtown Eureka
street. Baker shouted that his arrest
was prompted not by the newspaper’s
‘love for morality,
but simply out of
revenge for having taken (my) advertisement out of the paper,’’ according
to the newspaper. Shortly thereafter,
Baker moved to Hawaii.
While no one is certain of the extent
of Baker’s Humboldt County pictures,
collectors estimate that a few hundred

of the Hawaiian islands. ‘‘He was
literally a traveling salesman
for
Hawaii,’’ Schimps said. ‘‘I doubt
Hawaii would have enjoyed its rapid
commercial success without him.’’
Hawaii’s celebrated photographer
died in 1971, one month before his
92nd birthday. His life had been ‘‘rich
and full and satisfying,’’ Baker wrote
to friend Van Dyke. ‘‘I feel that I have
been a most fortunate person, for I
have had a hobby for my occupation.
It has given me a modest living; I never
expected it to make me rich, but it has
made me happy.”’

The
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The Eel River as seen by pioneer photographer Ray Jerome Baker.
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Swamp Thing. Suspense that
will haunt you in your sleep.
It is a living thing. It has a soul. It has a face.
It breathes. It eats. And, at night, beneath a
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Preview: Newcomers face big task
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Another area which concerns Wood

Staff writer

.

?

The HSU men’s basketball team will
be hard pressed to duplicate last
season’s 21-8 record.
Last
year’s co-champions
with
Hayward
State: of the
Northern

*

is rebounding. He said he hopes one of
the new players can ‘‘respond to the
task.”’
‘*Anybody out of that group (of new
players) that wants to come out and

‘We are trying to replace three kids who had nine
years of experience for us with zero years, and that’s
tough.’
—Tom Wood
California Athletic Conference will
have to replace graduated forwards
Jim Wilson and Steve Meredith and
center
Brian
Placourakis.
Placourakis,
HSU’s
leading
rebounder last season, transferred to the
University of Illinois in Chicago.
Head basketball coach Tom Wood
said recruiting has been pretty good,
but it would be tough to replace the
three big men.
‘*I think we did a good job; the concern I have is that we are trying to
replace those three kids who had a
combined
total of nine years experience for us with zero years of experience, and that’s tough,’’ Wood
said.
d
Wood hopes the new recruits will
pick up the slack. The new big boys
are: John
Basich, a 6-foot-5S-inch
freshman from Mary Star High School
in San Pedro, Ron Connors, a 6-foot-5
junior from Cypress Community College, Anthony
Hunter,
a 6-foot-4
junior from Allan Hancock Community College in Santa Maria, and Sandy
Johnson, a 6-foot-4 junior from West
Hills Community College in Coalinga.
Wood expects his big men to score
points on the inside. The number one
priority when recruiting is defense.
‘**We always look for defense in our
program,’’
Wood said. ‘‘We play a lot

of

different defenses, so they’ve got to

be intelligent defensive players and in-

tense defensive players.”’

Last year the Lumberjacks

Forward Jim Wilson's, with mask, four years of experience will be hard to
replace.

Returners help
team stay afloat
By Vinnie Hernandez
Staff writer

Although the HSU women’s swim
team lost some of its top swimmers

to graduation, this year’s team will
feature eight returners to make up
the difference.
‘*We had girls graduate who were
really good swimmers, some who
were all-conference or who had

placed in the top six of their event,
so that hurt us a little bit. But we’ve
been
lucky to get some good
returners,’’ women’s swim coach
Pam Armold said.
ade cea
we’ve
got
Lisa
Stritzler and
Kim Woods, who are
our co-captains,’’ Armold said.
Stritzler is a senior breaststroke
and freestyle sprint swimmer and
Woods is a junior distance freestyle
swimmer.
The other returners are: Susan

Johnson, Judy Nichols, Amy Maxwell, Julie Heitmeyer, Liz Dent and
Dana Billingsly.
**Susan Johnson didn’t swim last
year,

but

swam

in

her

freshman

finished

fourth in the nation for field-goal
centage defense and ninth for scoring defense in the final NCAA Division
year. She’s back this year and is a

real good backstroker and individual medley person.
‘**Judy Nichols is in real good
shape this year. She looks really
strong,”’ Armold said.
Also on the team this year are two
junior college transfers: Lynn Broc,
who swims freestyle sprints and

Adrian
Carpenter,
who swims
backstroke. Both looked strong according to Armold.
“The

freshmen

Audrey
Haug,
breaststroker, Lori
does

all

strokes,

we

have

are

who
is
a
Schopp, who
and

Kristie

Sullivan, who does the butterfly,”

control the rebounding for us and start
dominating the boards, I'll guarantee

them they'll play a lot of basketball for
me,”’ he said.

While he is looking for inside help,

Wood said he thinks he has a good
nucleus coming
back and hopes they
will
provide a leadership role.
‘*Hopefully these kids, Jerry Bush,
Mike Hammonds and Lloyd Klaman

coming back will help provide leadership and carry over the tradition that

we hope has become Humboldt State
basketball, which is a winning tradition,’’ he said.
With the season less than a month
away, Wood said his biggest challenge
this year is trying to mesh the new people with last year’s nucleus.
‘*We are a team sport. I don’t think
there’s any other sport quite like
basketball where that really means
what it means.’’ Wood said. ‘‘It is
necessary that all the guys that are
playing out there are operating like a
well-oiled machine. If they don’t and
there’s one little sour thing, it will
throw everything right off."’
‘“‘Our schedule this year is the
toughest it’s been in probably the last
10 years here at Humboldt. We've got
a very tough opening portion and the
fact that we will be on the road is going
to make it extremely tough,” he said.
The ’Jack’s season begins Nov. 22
on the road in Alaska for four games
before traveling to Hawaii to play
BYU, Hawaii and Chaminade C
:
Then the team will return to Arcata for

its home opener against
College on Dec. 5.

Dominican

Armold said.

The remaining nine members of
the 22-member swim team are
relatively new to competition swimming, added Armold.
One swimmer,
Paula Reidel,
competed in synchronized swimming at San Diego State University,
and will be on a competitive swim
team for the first time.
‘
Another new member is senior
Diana Budris. Budris will be diving

" ‘*She’s
She's

never competed

ed inin di diving

before, but she’s got a real good at-

titude and she’s working at it. She’s
really improved and should do

fine,’* Armold said.
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spiker

‘

an

Killer strategy key to HSU

victories
a team. There can’t be,’
star
on
Rowe said, ‘*because one person can’!
do it all for you. You have to hay:
a

y Vinnie Hernandez
By

writer

With an aggressive new coach and a
close-knit team, the HSU volleyball
team has played better than it has the
past two years.
Recording its ninth win Saturday,
the team surpassed its win total for the
past two years.
With six matches left in its season,
the women spikers are 9-12 overall and
4-3 in conference.
‘*They’ve (the players) told me I’m
aggressive, which | am when I’m
coaching because I believe in winning
and I believe that we have a winning
squad here,’’ said Janis Rowe, recently
hired from Lewis-Clark State College,
Idaho.
‘*I| am really pushing them mentally
to think about the game and what to
do, not just to go out there and play,”’
Rowe said.
With Rowe’s aggressive coaching
style, the team has rebounded from last
season’s 6-10 record. However, she
feels that the team has yet to play to its
full potential.
‘*] would have to say that concentration right now is our downfall. Once
we get our concentration together,
we'll be playing very well,’’ Rowe said.
One returner, Sydney Mitchell, a
$-foot-10 middle hitter, said the new
coach is not as much a factor in the
team’s turnaround as the team itself.
‘I think that just as a group we’ve
come together because we played
together last year and we’re all
pretty
familiar with how each other
play. |

every one.’

Against Stanislaus Saturday, the
team showed how well it can play
together.

‘‘They played more as a team than
they have before, with more communication and more enthusiasm, "’
Rowe said after the match.
En route to their ninth victory, the

HSU spikers took their match in three
straight games (15-10, 15-3 and 15-2).

‘*Stanislaus was not a team we could
take for granted,” Rowe said, ‘‘This
was not an easy win. We (HSV) had to
play as a team.’
While they’re playing as a team,
Rowe pointed out one of the women
who stands out.

‘‘Melanie

— Brenda Handy

HSU’s Sydney Mitchell is in the top five for ‘kills’ in the NCAC.

‘A

don’t think that it (the team’s success)
had a lot to do with a new coach,’’ Mitchell, a natural resource planning
senior said.
“I think that it (the season) would
a happened this way anyway,’ she
said.
Although she is a senior, Mitchell

has one more year of eligibility.

‘In her second year with the ’ Jacks,
Mitchell
leads the team
in kills
(unreturnable hits), and is in the top

‘Best Deal in Town”

)

822-1181

has

education

is playing

her third

this team’s ability.
‘‘We’re going through

old, however.
“ think that statistics are stupid,”’
she said, ‘I’m not playing to my

Their last home
against

game

conference-leader
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junior,

pect a big turnaround,’’ the 23-yearold said. ‘‘We should win the rest of

““Stats don’t tell everything,’’ added
Rowe.
Rowe said other members are playing extremely well, but are not leading
in any statistical category.
‘*T feel that there is no such thing as

I

very

half of the season right now, and I ex-

potential right now.’

|

been

with the ’Jacks and is confident about

Statistics don’t impress the 21-year-

Wash Here,
Dry FREE!!!
Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center

physical

Galagar

five in the conference.

D&J LAUNDERLAND

Galagar

consistant and a real leader on the
court,’’ Rowe said.
Galagar, a co-captain, is second on
the team in assists behind Kim McCleary, who is the other co-captain.

f
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Sports Scoreboard
Football
North Coast Athletic Conference
UC Davis
San Francisco State
Chico State

Hayward State
Humboldt State
Sonoma State

NCAC
W-L-T
30-0
2-1-0
1-10
1-10
0-10
0-3-0

W-L-T
4-2-0
3-3-0
4-2-0
5-2-0
1-5-0
1-5-0

Last Saturday
St. Mary 28, HSU 20
UC Davis 65, San Francisco 12
Sacramento 16, Chico 14
Hayward 50, Sonoma 6

oo

‘aodBeare,

pants PON now?

we

easel?

4 apart

|

9

The Sidelines Sports Bar
Open

Daily M-F 2pm-2am

Sat 10:00am-2

Sun 10:00-8:00pm

THURSDAY NIGHT HALLOWEEN SPECIAL

Next Saturday
HSU at Chico 7:30
Northridge at UC Davis
Sonoma at St. Mary's
Santa Clara at San Francisco
Hayward idle

Costume Contest

10p.m.

Thursday

ta

/ wg

Women’s V.
North Coast Athletic Conference
Sonoma State
Chico State
San Francisco State
Stanislaus State

Hayward State

‘NCAC
W-L-T
7-0-0
6-3-0
5-3-0
4-30
4-4-0
0-8-0

FOR ANYONE WEARING A COSTUME!

Last Week
HSU 3, Stanislaus 0
Other scores unavailable

FREE FOR SINGLES

This Week

HSU at Hayward
HSU at San Francisco
UC Davis at Stanislaus
San Francisco at Sonoma
Hayward at Sonoma
Stanislaus at Chico

HARBOR
LANES
2136 Broadway, Eureka

Men’s Soccer

INVITES YOU
TO PARTICIPATE IN AN
EFFORT TO FORM A
FUN
SINGLES LEAGUE

Far Western Conference

UC Davis
Chico State

Hayward State
Humboldt State
Sonoma

State

San Francisco State

FWC
W-L-T
6-2-0
5-20
5-3-0
2-4-0
2-5-0
1-6-0

Overall

W-L-T
9-4-2
11-4-1
7-7-2
10-5-1
3-11-0
3-10-0

Last Week
Hayward 6, HSU 2

THE TIME:

THE TIME:

Hayward 2, HSU 0
UC Davis 2, San Francisco 0
Sonoma 1, Chico 0

Saturday, Nov. 2nd.

7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

Whether you bowl or want to learn, we urge you
to bring, as many

singles as you know to make this a STRIKING
to remember!

This Week
HSU at Sonoma tomorrow at 2 pm
HSU at Sonoma Friday at noon
Hayward at UC Davis

San Francisco at Chico

The Lumberjack

CLASSIFIEDS

$1.50 For 25 Words or Less

As an introductory offer, we would like to Bive you

a nite of bowli
fun for FREE, to get acquainted with the lanes and other
s who are terested in the sport of bowling, and of course to have FUN.

University Ticket Office

experience and a night
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Swim team plunges and resurfaces

Sports briefs
Tennis team seeks members

Staff writer

The HSU women’s tennis team is holding its first
meeting on Nov. 8 for all women interested
in competing.
The meeting will be held on the tennis courts at
3:30 p.m., if the weather is clear. If it’s raining the
meeting will be held in the Forbes Complex lobby.
For more information about the team contact
Kathy Obayashi or Lisa Witt at 822-2153.

drowning four years ago.
The men’s swim team was dissolved in 1981 when
the Division of Health and Physical Education was

The men’s swim team is making a comeback after

faced with budget problems.

Women’s swim coach Pam Armold and members

said.

Grove, a history senior, is one of Armold’s five

Baseball club wants you

regulars. A College of the Redwoods transfer, he

‘The conference would love to see
a men’s team at HSU.’

has had several years of competitive swimming experience as a butterfly and freestyle sprinter.

—Pam Armold

‘“‘We would like to see more people out for the
team so we can compete,’’ Grove said.

The newly-formed baseball club is holding its
Np meeting on Nov. 6 in the club council lounge at

Armold agreed with the problems concerning the

p.m.
The club is designed for participants who wish to

quarter advertising a new men’s swim club, which

money and numbers of members, especially the
money, which is needed for travel and equipment.
‘“‘Whether or not we succeed in getting a men’s
swim team this 7 all depends on finances. They
will have to hold some sort of fund raiser to get the

“I’m really glad to see an interest in starting a
men’s swim team,’’ Armold said.

concerning money that needed to be raised for the

of the women’s swim team felt the need to bring
back the men’s team to make the HSU swim roster
more complete.

participate against other collegiate teams in hardball. For more information contact Dean Rohla at

839-0942 or Jerry Hart at 839-0185.

Armold

Super Teams is back

put up fliers at the beginning

of the

money, or they will have
themselves,’’ Armold said.

resulted in a membership of seven swimmers.

Center Activities is sponsoring its ‘‘Super Teams
Competition’”’ this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Prizes will be awarded to the winning participants.

cost of home meets and parkas for use at outdoor
meets, including the championship trials and finals,
which will be held at HSU.

‘*] made the guys committo showing up to at
least five workouts a week. There are five swimmers
that show up regularly who are really good and
a good chance of being competitive,”’ she
—

Pioneers defeat ‘Jacks
HSU’s men’s soccer team took a tough blow to
its chances for the conference title by loosing to the

Armold said the pool was getting crowded during
practices with the men’s club and the women’s 22
member

said.

’ Hayward Pioneers twice this weekend.

Davis on Nov. 16.
**The conference would love to see a men’s team

QUALITY
‘FISHING
TACKLE

et

Open til! Midnight, Friday 11-1

ae

WME

KLIES,
Inc

Off
The Plaza

Westwood Center

Alliance Rd. 822.0753 @

| Street

.

California
9552)
|

A
*FLY FISHING SPECIALTY
*FLY TYING TOOLS &
MATERIALS

TACKLE

*SALMON

KEGS

Stroh’s

815

Arcata

Village Liquors |

& STEELHEAD

*ROD BUILDING SUPPLIES

9

Irish |

Car olyn’s

Creme

_Cold weather is here!

Now in,fresh
LUND’S

Tom and Jerry Batte
750 ml.
i

$7 8

WINE

Leopard
no

oh

21”

mm

IMPORTS

rinvess
EXERCISE & NUTRITION

15% Gal.

$35

team.

‘*The lanes are a little crowded, but it’s good having the guys work out with us because it pushes
some of the faster girls,’’ she said.

The team’s first meet will be a relay meet at U.C.

The ’Jacks lost 6-2 and 2-0 to fall back in the race
for the Far Western Conference title. The ‘Jacks
travel to Sonoma State for two games this weekend.

to pay. their expenses

She said the women’s team also had problems

Armold said of the seven that signed up, five are
showing up to practice and are committed.

Deadline for entry is today. For more information
contact the intramural office at 826-3357.

oe

at HSU,”’ Armold said.
In order to compete, the team will need seven
swimmers, and to win a dual meet they will need
nine members to fill the line up, she said.
“IT think we have the makings of a really good
team. Everyone is experienced, but our main problems are numbers and finances,’’ Chuck Grove

FETZER
Johannisberg

6pk bottles

or

Gewurztraminer
<sabpecr:

More 6pk and 12pk beer specials .
Watney’s, St. Pauli Girl, Miller,’ Coors, Henry's Ale, Hamm's,
Ad effective 10-30 thru 11-3

Burgie, Mickey's

*1 off per hour
'

ERGOGENICS
For the Student

& Athlete
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Adolescent audience
loves band’s cliches
acts. It wouldn’t matter either way.
It wouldn’t matter because Cafferty
and the BBB would have excited any
crowd of fock’n’rollers. Much of the
band’s act was cliche, but the
stereotypes were executed with enough
sincerity and energy to keep a fast pace
on-the show.
In a post-concert interview, Cafferty
said he was pleased but not surprised
by the audience’s enthusiastic reception.

Music critic

Last

Wednesday

night’s

perfor-

mance by John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band was riddled with
cliches. And the crowd loved it.
Nearly 1,400 people filled HSU’s
East Gym to hear the New Jerseybased band perform its 19-song, hour
and 40-minute-set. Cafferty played the
sweaty, mostly high school
mob
like a modern-day Pavlov, evoking any

‘For some reason we've always done well. I’m not

really sure why, but it’s always been like tonight
since day one.’
—John Cafferty
response he wanted with a time-worn
gesture or phrase.
‘‘Let’s get a little foot-stompin’
goin’,’’ he shouted during an extended
drum riff in the band’s fourth encore
number, ‘‘Long Tall Sally.’’ The appreciative crowd crash-stomped until it

‘“‘For some reason we've always
done well. I’m not really sure why, but
it’s always been like tonight since day

the rest of the show.

six
le in that room,”’ Cafferty
said. ‘We're lookin’ to be entertained
by the audience as much as they’re

one,”’ he said.
Part of the reason

felt like a bleacher disaster would spoil

‘*Now we need a little ass-shakin’,”’
Cafferty continued, to which most of
the audience responded with twitching
tooshes.

lookin’ to be entertained by us.’’

The audience seemed to be coms an
excellent job of entertaining Cafferty
and the BBB. Saxophonist Michael

Cafferty and his five-man group had
the crowd on its feet from the show’s
start, and for each of the band’s actions there was a superlative and intended reaction from the crowd.

Antunes appeared to be smiling even
while playing, and bassist Pat Lupo’s

smile never left his face. Cafferty, too,

fist in th air during

we

40 _

eS

to

seemed
himself.

The band’s control over the audience
could be attributed to its recent string

Beaver Brown Bandleader
John Cafferty

for the band’s

success with its patrons may have to do
with its attitude toward performing.
“When we walk on stage we’re just

be

genuinely

enjoying

And the crowd, of course, loved the

show.

eae

It had

it

to,

because

like a we

Cafferty

$s.

ake yor
the grourd encore numba, “Gn fA Goo." Cafterty andthe SM Schein ag at Deiat, wert
evening of musical manipulation.

area starved for big-name rock'n'roll

Widely-published, award-winning poet
Montana

author

William

Pitt

Root will bring his style of WesterninspiredoP goes | and fiction to HSU

next week

with

REASONS

IT

ON

<

FOOT

ee

ak

! speed along knowing

of his works.

the true journey

Root’s poems
have appeared in
more than 40 anthologies and such
odicals as The New Yorker, The
tion, Harper’s and Poetry. He
has also written 11 books of poetry
including, most recently, ‘‘Invisible
Guests”’ and ‘‘Reasons for Going it
on Foot.’’
Raised on Florida’s Gulf Coast,

is on foot, hungry

and broke, learning
hour by hour local nuances
of accent and gesture
by which I may identify
myself as a stranger

Root now teaches Creative Writing

at the University of Montana. Aside
from his writing and teaching, Root
has collaborated with experimental

eager to know
the ways of those

film-maker Ray Rice to produce two

animated films based on his poems.
Both films have been honored by
the International Poetry Film
Festival.
Root has received a Guggenheim
Fellowship, a National Endowment
for the
Arts grant and a Wallace
Stegner Creative Writing Grant.

GOING

to speak, r ead at HSU
ae

an informal discus-

sion and a readin

FOR

Please see next page

1 beg my life from
as I pass.

William Pitt Root
He has also translated the works of

poets

Neruda.

Heinrich

Boll

and:

Pablo

2

&

ee

Kae

ee
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MARINO’S CLUB
PRESENTS
THE
HALLOWEEN
PARTY!

Continued
from previous page
only-famous

patter

—

‘‘We

e

to

travel around a lot, and even though

we're from different places we're all
from the same heart’’ — he had ’em
eating out of his hand from the moment the band took the stage.
The mob in front of the stage, and
often those on the side,
danced,

pounded

the stage and

sang

along.

Thursday, October 31

COSTUME
CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE

stage like a kangaroo on speed and
Cafferty teased the pubescent girl
popsters, coming near enough to the
edge of the stage for them to almost,
but not quite, grab his legs. All without
missing a beat.
Cafferty and Co.’s sharpness ma
stem from their typically heavy wor
schedule. After the show drummer
t’s
Kenny Jo Silva said Wednesday
of
performance was around the middle
a 120-date tour. He added that the
BBB would take a mere three weeks off
during its multi-continental tour.
This could be considered a hectic
pace, especially since 80 dates is a more
common tour length for well-known
groups. Cafferty and the BBB don’t
so often, however,
playing
mind
think of performing
don’t
they
because
as work.
“We've been playing together now
for 13 years, and we're finally doing

to
‘We’re
lookin’
entertained by the

lookin’ to be entertained
by us.’

—John Cafferty
exactly what we’ve always wanted to
do,” a tired but smiling Silva said after
the show.
i
Cafferty said, ‘‘Even when we aren’t

$50 Second Prize
$25 Third Prize

touring, we play so often that it’s hard
to tell when
we’re not.”’

WINNERS AT MIDNIGHT

*1.00 Well Well Drinks
11-Midnight
«50 Champagne
\
at Midnight
\ PHOTOGRAPHS
$1.00

8

Reaching for the stars: Cafferty
mixes it up with front-row fans.
Sometimes

tion.

without

The BBB
playing an

Cafferty’s

Balloons
Ghosts
Goblins
Decorations
*1.00 Cover
a

No-one

direc-

helped out a great deal,
extremely tight-sounding

set, despite the East

10-1ip.m.

au-

dience as much as they’re

$125
-99 Schnapps, Kamikazes
9-10 p.m.
*4.00 Margarita Pitchers

be

Gym’s

barnish

acoustics. True to its reputation, Cafferty and his ensemble were much bet-

ter live than

on

record.

Songs

like

‘*Dixieland,’’ and ‘‘Voice of America’s
Sons’’ were much better in concert
than could have been expected after
hearing them on the group’s album.
The
band
also did
its share
theatrically in getting the crowd involved in the show. Antunes mugged and
prankstered
for the throng,
administered high-fives to fans in the
front row and even spelled out the let-

ters

cheerleader-style

during

**C-I-T-Y.’’ Lupo bounced around the

we're on tour and when

He explained that being based in the

northeast offered the group the chance
to play a lot of good-sized towns or
venues without being away from home
too long.

‘‘Working out there is great because

you’ve got New York, Jersey, D.C.,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, Conneticut — just all these places where we
can play and still make it home in a day
or two,’’ Cafferty said.

Regardless of how far away it’d
come from or how long it’d been touring, the BBB won the crowd over with
its pop-rockin’
set. The audience
demanded four encores, and it danced
through all six cover tunes. It may not
have realized that it wasn’t getting the
real thing with songs like ‘‘Goin’ to A

Go-Go,”’ but that didn’t seem to mat-

ter. A concert can often be solely judged by how well it is received, and in this
respect the Cafferty gig was a definite
success.

SUBSCRIBE
The Lumberjack
Makes a great gift!

under 21
$4.00 per quarter
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+
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Oct. 30,
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TWO DAYS ONLY

NOV. 1° & 2”
20-50% OFFBasses,

Phil Kates and Marshall Hollimon, will

Satur-

day, Nov. 2, in HSU’s Fulkerson Recital Hall. The program will feature
music by 19th and 20th century composers including Darius Milhaud,
August
. John Barrows,
Bozza, Anton Reicha and A.
Barthe. The concert begins at 8 p.m. and admission is free.

Short story contest offers
cash, fame for tall tales
The

1986

Raymond

Carver

Short

Story Contest is looking for a few good
writers.

The contest, sponsored by HSU, offers a $250 cash prize to the winner
along with publication of the winning
entry in ‘“‘Toyon °86,’’ HSU’s literary
magazine.
Submissions are limited to one unpublished, fictional story, not to exceed 25 "double- spaced pages. Two
copies of the manuscript should be sent
with the author’s name, address and ti-

tle of the story, typed on a cover sheet.
Deadline for submission is Dec. 1, 1985

and an entry fee of $5 is required.

Writers should also include two self-

addressed, stamped envelopes for
notification of receipt of manuscript
and

announcement

runners-up.

of

Manuscripts

winners

will not

and

be

returned.

The judge for the 1986 competition

is Charles Baxter.

Baxter is the author of two books of

poetry, ‘‘Chameleon”’ and ‘‘The South

Dakota Guidebook. ** His collection of
short stories,
‘‘Harmony
of the
World,’ was the first place winner of

the sixth annuall Associated Writing
Program award series in short fiction
1984. ‘‘Through the Safety Net,’’ Baxter’s second collection of short stories,

was published this year.

The
short
story
contest
was
established in the name of writer and
HSU alumnus Raymond Carver.
Carver’s
books
include
‘“Cathedral,’’ ‘“‘What We Talk About
When Talk About Love,’’ ‘‘Fires,”’
and ‘Will You
Please Be Quiet,
Please?,’’ which was nominated for a
national book award.
Carver recently left his teaching.
position at Syracuse University to accept a five-year Strauss Livings Grant,
which allows him to write full-time.
All entries for the contest should be
mailed to Carver Contest, c/o Department of English, Humboldt
State
University, Arcata, CA 95521. For
more information call (707) 826-3758. |

The Lumberjack
All Of Your Typesetting Needs
Resumes, Posters and Camera Work

OFF Our Reg Low

| 20%

Prices
On Strings, —

Guitar,

20%

OF

Si Books

20%

OFF Metronomes,

a
10,000 In Stock)
olios, Pop, Rock, Jazz
Classical,
Includes Christmas Music.

Electronic Tuners, Electronic
Effects.

Man y Specials, CloseOuts, and Unique Items.

“New
Mart
i“ * Fuji Mt. Bike

and other prizes.(See Wildwood Music

for details)

Wildwood Music
1027 | Street
Arcata ® 822-6264

ELIAS

Woodwind
Quintet, from left John Givens,
Phebe Kimball,

Valgene

LEEAD

The

RR

Saratoga sounds

INSTRUMENTS, Guitars,
Mandolins, Banjos, Electrics,
Etc.
New and Used
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Reviews

Mortal Coil’s mayhem inflicts brain- damage
By Eric Nordwall
tusic

Crit

1 got This Mortal Coil’s album,
‘It'll End In Tears,’’ in the mail a few
days ago and decided to give it a listen.
Big mistake.
This record may well be the worst
released by any artist this year. | know
it’s the worst I’ve heard.
Mortal Coil’s ‘‘music’’ consists of
mostly indecipherable lyrics, painfully
slow choruses and synthesizer-laden

noise. Of the album’s 12 ‘‘songs,’’ 11

move along with all the toe-tapping
liveliness of a funeral dirge.
Some groups can make up for plodding music with sharp lyrics. This Mortal Coil is not one of them. With lyrics
like ‘‘Oh I want you/like a kangaroo,”’

| had to wonder why the group
bothered putting words to its meandering, pointless music at all.
Usually it didn’t. Most of the cuts on
this album are instrumentals, and most
of the music is pretty. Pretty obnoxious.
‘“‘FYT,’’ for example, opens with a
minute-long white noise intro, then
digresses into a maudlin cross between
Pink Floyd and Brian Eno. Listening
to this song is about as enjoyable as a
sandpaper toilet seat.
This is just one of many bad cuts off
a tortuously awful album. This Mortal
Coil is very consistent. It's music is
uniformly monotonous, aimless and
grating, and its lyrics are all sung in a
wavering voice that kept me returning

to the medicine cabinet for relief.
This is dangerous music, folks, the
kind that induces inertia, brain damage
and domestic violence. The Spanish Inquisition could have extended its reign
of terror another 300 years if it’d ever
gotten its hands on this stuff.
Only one cut off ‘‘It’ll End in
Tears’’ has a rhythm you can tap your
toe to without getting a leg cramp.
‘‘Not Me”’ has a good-paced beat, electric guitars and not too much syn-

thesizer. Compared to the rest of the
album it’s a great song. Like a concus-

sion is a minor injury compared to a
broken neck.
I really can’t find enough bad things
to say
about
this
album.
It’s
ponderous, repetitive and nightmarish.

You can listen to the whole thing if you
really want to. I’d much rather wear a

diving helmet filled with wasps for a

couple of hours. The outcome of either
experience would be the same, though.
Yeah, that’s right. It’ll end in tears.

God and Lucifer battle for souls in 1969 British classic
By Laura Furness
Music

critic

The
uncomplicated
plot
of
‘**Bedazzled”’ is an old religious tale
that has mutated many times.
This 1969 version has a great sense
of humor and manages to poke fun at
[on
state of religion.
e devil has been running around
causing havoc in the form of Mr.
George Spiggot (Peter Cook), and he’s
competing with God to be the first to
collect 100 billion souls.
Stanley Moon's (Dudley Moore) life
is a mess and he gets a deal from
Lucifer which he can’t refuse.
Moon sells his soul to the horned one

NORTHTOWN BOOKS

CALIFORNIA

by Maire

CURRENTS,

De

An Exploration of the
$1595
Santis,
Ocean's Pleasures. Mysteries, and DilemThis interesting new book contains
mas.
geography, history, folklore. fishing instruc-

and in return receives seven wishes. His
only
desire
is Margaret
Spencer
(Eleanor Bron), a waitress he works
with at Wimpy’s (an English junk-food
haven similar to McDonald's).
Cook is a nonchalant Satan who
does petty things such as scratching
records,
snitching
on
adulterous
husbands (via telephone) and playing
practical jokes on elderly women.
It becomes evident after his first cou-

ple of wishes are fulfilled that the devil

has no intention of giving Moon what
he wants. Each wish that Moon proposes is granted, but not exactly as he
had hoped for.
.
At one point Moon wishes for the in-

fluence and power to be able to take
Margaret away from Wimpy’s. He also
wants Margaret to be more physical so
that she will not only love him but will
desire him as well.

point out the silliness of some of our
more commonly held beliefs.

original Mona Lisa Margaret’s only
response is to say that he really is too

One of these beliefs is that the devil
is evil beyond imagination and that
God
always
acts with
supreme
righteousness. Doven diffuses this with
little insults and great fun.
There is only one other thing worth
mentioning.
All
of the
devil’s
employees are named for sins, such as
avarice, envy, anger and sloth. Raquel
Welch is cast as Lust and is most appropriate in her role.

Director Stanley Doven uses the absurd several times for humor and to

**Bedazzled’’ will be shown Friday
and Saturday at Cinematheque’s Second Screen,

Although the devil
wish to make Margaret
it is obvious that she is
to another man — any

When

Moon

grants Moon’s
more physical
more attracted
other man.

brings

home

the

sweet.

WEAR IT WELL
Halloween
Costumes

tions. unusual seafood recipes, and a useful
marine directory

OWELLERS

IN

BIOREGIONAL

THE

VISION,

LAND:

08

THE

Kirkpatrick

Sale, $14.95 A new Sierra Club book on a
The author views
locally popular topic
bioregionalism
the
resting
apocalypse

as

a “crucial
impending

means of arecological

MISS MANNERS’ GUIDE TO REARING
PERFECT CHILDREN, More wonderful adAmerica's

vice’ from

reigning

queen

DOORS OFEN OO
i

of eti-

cme

quette
PLAYING IN THE BAND, AN ORAL ANDO
VISUAL PORTRAIT OF THE GRATEFUL
DEAD,

$14.95.

by

David

Gans

and

Peter

aL
cae

10" Areata

MuSiC 2p

98

WER COME
Gres,

PAPRESHIAENTS

Simon,

A beautifully itustrated reminicence

of the Grateful Dead

NORTH
AMERICAN
MYTHOLOGY,
by buriand

&

(INDIAN
Wood,

$17.95. Mustrated with dozens of color and
B&W plates.

JAPANESE GHOSTS & DEMONS, edited
by Stephen Addiss, $35. Religion, art, and
folklore merge in this scholarly and beautiful

Northern Caisfornia indian Development Council, inc

‘(A

iadian Act Gallery & Gift Shop

COTTON e¢ WOOLS
SILKS
New & 2nd Hand
& Unique

Do you remember what it was
time you looked through THE FAMILY OF
that sense of wonder
with

—Also

Jewelry—

1091 H St. ¢ Arcata
(11th
& H Streets)

822-4751
Mon-Fri 10-5
Sat 10:30-5:30

a
&
t
@
t
t
&

Authentic
Treditenal
& Contemporary
Affordable
Gifts under $20.00
Fine Artwork & Collectible
items
Stiver & Turquoise Jewelry
Large Selection of Beads end Beading Supplies
Every plece designed & crafted by American Indien Arties

241 F Street © Old Town, Eureka

(707) 445-6481

Mon.- Set. 105.00

Lumberjack Classifieds

11th St.

12-4

Drop-in Tutoring — Accounting 1A, 1B, 1C,
140 Mon. / Wed. 11:30-12:30, Tues. / Thurs.
12:00-1:30. Little Apartments 71. Math A, D, 1,
2A, 2B, 22, Mon. / Thurs. 11:00-1:00, Tues
9:00-11:00 & 3:00-4:00, Fri. 11:00-12:00.
Little Aparments 71. Chemistry 888, 1A, 1B,
1C, Mon. 12:00-2:00, Wed. 10:00-2:00. Little
Apartments 71. Computer Information Systems
5,
10
Mon.
2:00-4:00,
Tues
Thurs
10:00-11:00, Little Apartments 71. Physics
4A, 4B, 4C, 40, 2A, 2B, 2C, 24 Tues
1:00-2:00,

Wed.

1:00-3:00,

Thurs.

1:00-2:00. Science A 372 NR 40A 135 Mon.
11:00-1:00, Tues. / Thurs. 9:00-10:00 Wildlife
211. For more information call x4266 or come
by little apartments, Hse 71.
12-4

677-0496.

THE

confidence,

skills, concentration,
Stop smoking,

success,

motivation,

SALE:

control eating,

Drafting Table

For Sale
Pasture $27.50 per month; grassy paddocks with shelters $35; stalls $37.50. 3
Stables of the Son
miles from HSU.
11-6

Custom

8x10

cibachrome

prints from slides for $8.95. Also 11x14
B&W on Iiford Galerie just $4.95. Call J.W
any
at 822-6384
Photography
Wall
12-4
time.

Music Lessons: Piano. guitar. voice, trumpet,

Ten years teaching experience
to advanced. Instrument repair,

flute, etc.
beginning

€

Hr

les

Socssuemmees
9

v,

9

-

Vv

9

y

PERFORM

meone

¥

v

IN

ARCATA

i'm looking

for so-

to play progressive
music for an au-

10-30 -

FOR

a.m. or 7-9 p.m.

SALE

Whitewater

Kayak,

the following: clean, drive handywork. Must be
dependable, good at following directions okay
dealing unusual situations. Call 443-4250 early

Hollowform,

Perception
paddle,
Sprayskirt, Cooper
helmet, wetsuit. Everything you need! All for
$400 —OBO Call Randy daytime M-F.
10-30

GORTEX

Miscellaneous

BE SURE TO FINDTiffany 25 percent discount

coupon in this issue. And Wednesday is Sundae
Sale Day ($1.50)! Be there! Tiffany's-the inflation fighter.

RAIN COAT Wilderness experience

light blue and has never been used. Must sell
$100 or whatever! No. 1151
10-30

Opportunities
WANTED:
tracts

for

Ambitious
display

STUDENTS

Personals .

design

and

paste-up ads. Experience or design background
preferred but not necessary. Good Money. Call

eat at the FAR

Weekly

Mailing

Circulars!

quotas!
Sincerely
interested
addressed
envelope:
Success,
470EG, Woodstock, IL 60098.

rush
P.O.

No
selfBox
12-4

$60 per hundred paid for remailing letters from
home! Send Self-addressed, stamped envelope
for intormation-application.
Associates,
Box
95-b, Roselle, NJ 07203
2-12

Qualified for the job. but can't get an interview?

oan
10-30

then they'll be

| love you. Mrs. Sunshine.

desert. Cute coed Chrissy— Meet me there.
10-30

135. Refreshments and speakers will be provided, all we need is YOU at the FORESTRY

Mark A. Hise
MS DDS

I1UMBOLDT

Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth

12-4

Up

Mr. Sunshine— Let's forget the checkbook
balance and spend our 395th night together

Hey Dale Dont’ be late! Its at 7:30 p.m. in SB

Government Jobs $16,040 — 59,230yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-5670 for cur$10-$360

SIDE CAFE,

10-30

busy and have to hire me.10-30.

or 3259.

rent federal list.

ing you! | love you!! Zman.

—tnt—needs a job — Bring all your friends to

to get con-

advertisments,

8

male to serve as a big

dience. These will be conceptual performances
with an avant garde base. if you have tapes,
records, or info please contact
me. JGC No.
1151.

Ping Pong

|

Ultrasonic cleaning
Nitrous gas-stereo sound
Mercury-free fillings

TRADERS

Ist rate 2nd hand
Backpacks,

Bikes,

Costume

Jewelry,

Cameras,
Lamps,
Chairs,
Typewriters, Furniture, Coins, Tools,
Kitchen stuff, Clothes.

Buy, Sell, Trade

. Emergency Care
1225 BST
822-5105

960 Samoa Blvd.

822-8449

For effective cover letters and resumes call
12-4
1 1th St.
SCRIBE. 822-5381. 625

|S <a

OUR;

Outgoing

brother for boy in Arcata. Call Marla 826-3340

Government Jobs $16,040— 59,230yr. Now
hiring. Nationwide.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-3000 for current federal list.
12-4

Lonesome for your horse? Bring it with you

Photographers!

WANTED

Steady part-time job in Trinidad doing one of

interpersonal

stress reduction,

Psychology Dept. at 826-3755 or leave
message there in mailbox for David Mathews.

THANKSGIVING
AIRLINE TICKETS FOR
SALE: Arcata-SF-LAX, depart Wed. 11/27,
return Sun. 12/01. $238 ea.(two tickets for
sale) Call 826-0220 eves.
10-30

Trudi at ext.3271

822-2190.

$75.

Table w/ equipment $65. 444-9522.

performance

responsible
drinking,
ect.
Self hypnosis
strategies, sliding scale fees. Call 444-8967 or
445- 2466, ask tor Steve, Thea, Jim, Deb. 2- 12

EEG-recorded brain wave activity, @ xperimental
sessions last approximately 2% hours. Subjects
receive tive dollars upon completion. Contact

12-4

REUSABLES DEPOT, Arcata's Biggest
Little Thrift Store. All kinds of rummage items.
Arcata Recycling Center, 9th and N St.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 10-5. Donations
Welcome! Your Halloween Headquarters!

FOR

SUBJECTS NEEDED for study investigating

=

1966 Volvo 1228 Wagon Reliable, 20,000 on
rebuilt engine, new radiator, new radials, am/
fm cassette
stereo.
$1800.
Call

Hypnotherapy for YOU? Quick results, self improvement,

at
10-30

| i

Convenient location, Regular business hours,
Special student rates. SCRIBE. 822-5381. 625

Steve

ae

Typing and Wordprocessing — Quality work,

Call

7
é

meeting every monday 8:00 a.m., room 116
Nelson Hall, No fees or dues. Confidential 12-4

$600.

822-1271

&
g

Overeaters Anonymous — 12 step program
of recovery for compulsive overeaters. Open

cluded.

2

Scientific, Statistical,
viene SCRIBE. 625
12-4

Dissertations, T
Foreign Language, tee
11th st. 822-6381.

14tei

Theses,

$

papers,

CLUB

;

-a

11-13

z sfz

Proces:

SIP Box 3246

:

For Sale 5 piece drum set, Cymbals, stands inWord

Addressed Stamped Envelope:
Dept. OD Whittier, CA 90605

:

10-30

ai

wedding music. Call 822-5283

2

Services

Large company needs
EXTRA INCOME!
Send # 10 Sel
Ro
“Dalits

P= =
ye

TOFU-TAHINI DRESSING
Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ist Se.

CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,

Natural Foods Cofe

yy

Unique in Humbolde
County

Murphy's
Mkz., Seennybrae

Monday-Saturday © Lunch 11:30-5:00 ¢ Dinner 5:00-8:00

°°

at

1062@ $1. ARCATA CA 99621 (101) 922-5695
EE

16th & “G" Streets, Arcata © 822-0360

TIFFANY’S ON THE Plaza
822-9907

14,278 to chooee from—ail
subjects
Save Time and improve Your Grades!
Order

want

Today with Visa/MC or coo

cae. 3-477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to:
11322 idaho Ave.

next

please

Aesistence

: pay

—

call

now

445-0433

y

Happy Hour Daily

F

Open 7 days a week,

till 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat.

‘‘We serve more & better, for less’’

_|

BUY ONE OF THE BELOW
AND GET THE SECOND ONE ' PRICE
© Sushi
e Fresh Carrot Juice

Nitrate/Nitrite-Free Beef Hotdog
dogs on Whole Wheat Rolls
© Bon Boniere ice Cream Cones
and Sundaes
e FALAFEL SANDWICH

VALID THRU NOVEMBER 15

1642% G St. Arcata 822-8433

© Macrobiotic
Miso Soup
© Monchi (brown rice wattle)
© Honey Hills Frozen Yougurt and

Totutti
© Video Tokens

B12 —me Lumberjack, Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1985

Calendar
Wednesday
October 30

Jennifer's: Fresh, Rock and Roll
Ramada Inn: The Shades, 9 p.m., $2
Humboldt Cultural Center: Harvey Muilenburg,
Baritone — Robert Flum, clarinet — Cristy Flum,
piano, 8:15 p.m., $3 gen./$2 students and seniors
Fire Escape Coffee House: The Celebration
Band, 7 p.m., All ages, Free

Monday

Minor: See Fri. listing

Music:
Fulkerson

Recital

Hall:

Saratoga

Woodwind

Quintet, 8 p.m., Free

November 4

Old Town Bar & Grill: The Same, rock and roll, 9
m., $3

Jambalaya: The Razers, rock and roll, 9 p.m., $2

Film:

Theater:

Jennifer's: Francis Vanek Quartet

Film:

Arcata: “Cocoon” 7:45 p.m. “Starman” 9:50 p.m.
Minor: “Repo Man” 7 p.m. “The Adventures of

Ferndale Repertory Theater: See Thurs. listing
Eagle House Theater: Pacific Art Center presents

Ramada Inn: See Fri. listing
Topper's: DJ Dance Party

Arcata: See Fri. listing

Buckaroo Banzai” 8:45 p.m.

Jules Feiffer’s “Knock Knock” 8 p.m.

Kate Buchannan

Theater:

Room: Japanese Film Series

“Island” 8 p.m. $2

Dance:

Music:

Old Creamery
listing

Jambalaya: Freek Seesters, DJ Dancing, 9 p.m.,
$2
Jennifer's: Francis Vanek Trio
Depot: Caroline Stemley, 4-6 p.m., Free

Art:

Ferndale

Dance

Theater:

See

Thurs.

listing

Theater:

“ See

Events:

Dance:

Old Creamery
listing

Lecture: “It Never Rains but it Pours — or, what is
poison theory?” by Sonoma State Univ. professor
Rich Luttman. Library 56, 4 p.m.
Lecture: Natural Resources Seminar,
“Forest
Measurements from Air Photos,” by Larry Fox, HSU
professor of Forestry. NR 101, 4 p.m

Dance

Theater:

See

Music:
Old Town Bar & Grill: Hailoween Costume Party
featuring The Same, 9 p.m., $4
Jambalaya: Larry Sparks and the Lonesome
Ramblers, Bluegrass, 9 p.m., $5

Jennifer's: Halloween Party
Topper's: Halloween Costume Party

Baby”

7

Arcata: See Fri. listing

Ferndale Repertory Theater:

“Dracula, The

Musical?” 8:15 p.m.

A defense

cancer

Dance:
Old Creamery
Dance Company

Up

Second Screen: See Fri. listing

Theater:

Dance

Theater:

Extensions

Events:
Career Development Workshop: ‘Job Hunting
Techniques to Help You Get Hired” 10 a.m., NHE

119

Friday
November 1

Jambalaya: Jazzbird

9 pm., Free

Hall Street Honkers, Dixieland

calfin your
be cookaed
up
kitchen.
There is evidence that diet and
cancer are related. Follow these
modifications in vour daily diet to
reduce chances of getting cancer.
1. Eat more high-fiber foods such
as fruits and vegetables and wholegrain cereals
2. Include dark green and deep
vellow fruits and vegetables rich in
vitamins A and C.

3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and

Tuesday
November 5
Film:

November 3

Arcata: See Fri. listing
Minor: “Paris, Texas” 7 p.m. and “The Conversation” 9:45 p.m.

Film:
Cinematheque: “You Cant Take it With You"
Founders 152, 8 p.m., $1.75
Arcata: See Fri. listing
Minor: “Aguirre, The Wrath of God" 7 p.m. and
“The Ninth Configuration” 8:45 p.m.

Music:
Old Town Bar & Grill: DJ Dancing, 9 p.m., 96
cents

Youngberg's: Variety night,

p.m.,

Information from the Federal Government,on
Subjects ranging from agriculture to zoology, is
availa
at more ble
than 1,380 Depository Libraries
througho
the United ut
States.

These libraries allow you free access to thousands
of publications issued by your Government and
Connect you to a variety of information resources to
help answer your questions.
To locate the Depository Library in your area,
contact your local library or write to the Federal

Depository Library Program, Office of the Public
Printer, Washington,
DC 20401.

cauliflower.

4. Be moderate in consumption

Film:
Cimematheque: “The Magic Flute” 7 p.m.,
Founders 152, $1.75
Second Screen: “Bedazzied" 8 p.m., Kate
Buchanan Room, $2
Arcata: “Kiss of the Spider Woman" 7:45 p.m.
Minor: “Gremlins” 7 p.m. “Fright Night” 9 p.m.

Music:
Old Town Bar & Grill: The Gladiators and Yabby
You, 9 p.m., $8.50
Jambalaya:
Judy Fiell, Folk and topical, 9 p.m., $4

of salt-cured, smoked and nitritecured foods.

$. Cut down on total fat intake
from animal sources and fats and
oils.

6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption
of alcoholic beverages.
No one faces cancer alone.

ocean

9 p.m. Free

Look us up.

Saturday
Neventias a
eit
en
Founders 152, $1.7

Thurs.

Sunday

Film:
Arcata: See Wed. listing
Minor: See Wed. listing

Thurs.

Jennifer's:

Lecture: “Everything You Wanted to Know About
Having a Baby in Rural Honduras,” by HSU professor Mary Anne Levine and student Dorothy Dutton. Gist Hall 225, 2 p.m.
Lecture: “Motivations of Martial Arts,” by HSU
professor Mary Gruber, Harry Griffith Hall, 7 p.m

Thursday
October 31

Music:

Repertory

Eagle House Theater: See Friday listing

Foyer Gallery: Photography by Lorelle Lindquist,
last day

Minor: See Sun. listing

Federal Depository
Library Program
_Uibrary

Program

